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First Principles In Farming.
We think it important every year, and
"
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especially when new subscribers are
coming in in great numbers, to recall
on
practical
agricultural
topics
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farming.
First, the farmer must become *o>
quainted with his soil, its texture, its
water holding capacity, its humus content He must understand, if be is to
farm successfully, the movement of
water in the soil, how it sinks by gravitation. He should know the depth of
the soil, the character of the subsoil, to
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Fifty Years Ato and Now.
Fifty years have wrought a great
Smith and Machinist,
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change in the live· and conditions of the
SOl'TU PARIS,
I well recollect
gêner» machinery. Meaia an I people of this country.
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machiner
work,
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how it was in the olden time (my
drills made and
's«i -tcreur*. taps. <Uee an<land
threshing ma- memory extends back over 70 years).
StwlDit. mowing
v'rv
The people were primitive in their
habits and desires; their wants were few what extent and how far water can
pass
compared with what they are now. At through it He must know how to conthat time farm machinery was practical- trol moisture in all kinds of
seasons,
D. PARK.
ly unknown. The farmers had but a how to get rid of the surplus in period·
few
utensils
to farm with.
Their
work
of excessive rainfall, how to use it to the
Licensed Auctioneer,
was done with oxen, and it did not cost
MAINE.
greatest advantage in normal seasons,
SOUTH PARIS,
much to fit out an ox team. The farm- how to conserve it in seasons of
shortage.
Term· Moderate.
ers then raised their bread,
moetly. Be cannot do this unless he knows
were not dependent upon the west
They
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subsoil.
of
the
something
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for their corn and fiour; they did not know that water is held in the soil in a
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buy much, if any, provender to feed out; thio film around the soil grain; that the
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consequently, if they had any money finer the soil grain the more water it
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they could put it to a different use. will hold, and the coarser the soil grain
A special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei They would haul their produce to mar- the less it wiii hold. This explains why
tieorge D. Blsbee,
ket, perhaps 30 or 40 miles, and ex- sandy soil is always drouthy land, why
„ L. BUCK,
change for the necessities of life. Sugar clay soils by reason of the smallness of
was not used.
the grains hold a large amount of moistSurgeon Dentist,
In the olden time the most of the
ure, and why volcanic ash soils and
MAINE.
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clothing was manufactured in the house- other soils where the grains are very
holds for the use of the families, the «mall
All my best work warranted.
grow splendid crops with even
spinning wheel and the hand loom being twenty inches of rainfall annually, while
found in most of the households.
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sandy soils become drouthy even when
Fifty years ago threshing machines they have forty or fifty inches.
were not in general use; the most of the
Dentist,
Every farmer should have a two-inch
farmers pounded out their grain with a
tuger with gaepipe extensions each not
MAINE.
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Hail. I well remember the first thresh- more than two feet
long, with which he
4.
ing machine introduced; it did not have Ban bore down ten, twenty, thirty feet, if
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but
thresha separator attached,
merely
oecensary to find out what he has under
ed the grain, and it was cleaned up by a the surface.
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hand mill in the evening.
In building houses, the work was all
done by hand. I think that planing
machines were not in use.
Fifty years ago, dairying was on a
small scale in this country; the most of
the farmers would keep a farrow cow
through the winter, in order to have a
little milk to use, and perhaps make a
little butter; some families would have
to go without butter during the winter
months.
Now let us consider the present time.
Fifty years have made a great change.
Farmers to-day have all kinds of machinery to carry on their farming operations. 1 will not try to enumerate all
the machinery that is in use to-day; it
would take too much paper; and in the
dairying business, what a change from
the olden time. Sow we have our butter factories, creameries and cheese factories and also condensed milk factories;
the cities, and villages, also, have to be
furnished with milk and cream, which is
a great
business for the milk farms.
There is also a great change in the
stock that is kept. The farmers generally want good blooded stock of the differ-

We have spoken of humus content, a
very important matter. Soils that are
rich in humus have great water holding
sapacity. Farms kept rich in humus, by
constantly furnishing it humus material
in the way of turned under sod and barn
yard manure, always stand drouth or
wet, and can be depended on in all seait ns, if properly handled.
He must also have a working knowlHlge of how plants grow, of the root
lystem of every plant He must underitand corn roots, wheat roots, oat
roots and grass roots, in order that he
nay know what is a proper seed bed.
It is then up to him to find out what implements he should use to bring about
desirable condition. He must
;his
enow something of the structure of
plants, how they obtain their food, what
naterials they obtain through the leaves
He must
is well as through the roots.
jnderstand their fungus diseases, their
nsect enemies.
He must, if he is to succeed, know the
cind of crops that succeed best on bis
>articu!ar farm, and from these he must
shoose the crops for which he has an
available market either on bis own farm

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cats at
any R. K. Station from Powual to Bethel,
the coming year.
ent breeds.
>r elsewhere.
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There has been a great change in
He must know something about the
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ment, I think there are some things that die horse in winter; and what is refor instance, the
are decidedly wrong,
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for finishing for the market.
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reading of it.
Agricultural colleges alone cannot
On the whole, I doubt whether we are nake
you a good farmer; neither can inso much better off than our forefathers
ititutes nor experiment stations, nor
we are, and in
some
In
were.
respects,
Ια all lu ·:*£«« there
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some, we are not.
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to
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cÀ'in.<es,sootbes and heds
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we
die
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and
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'each. Nothing can help any man in
quickly.
1 am quite sure there will not be many
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anything unless he is first willing to
these
in
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rich
will
that
farming
Relief ia linget
oi cr t':o cicu.srsiw and :s absorbed.
ielp himself. There is a great open
It takes the smartest men that >ook before
It is not drying—u^ts days.
11.· ;.-Le and a car·; fellows.
every man, if he will only
a success of farming at
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we
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we
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)pen his eyes and read. When as
coets so much to
it
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cents
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present
Trial
by
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ravel over the country we talk with
K ts or by mail;
carry on farming operations, what with farmers who are kicking against progress
LLY UKOTUER3, M Warren Street. New ΥοΓ.
the machinery they have to buy, taxes to uid
finding fault with agricultural edupay, provender and commercial fertil- ïation, we feel like praying the prayer
all
izers and hired help. After paying
)f Elisha when bis servant could not see
these bills, how much will be left? Yes, ;he horses and chariots of fire around
in
all
taken
has
λ great change
place
lim: "Lord, 1 pray thee, open bis eyes
that pertains uuto American life, within :hat he
may see."—Wallace's Parmer.
the last fifty years. Old methods and
have
ami
of
means
passed
living
farmiug
Jeweler and Graduate
Profitable Feeding of the Dairy Cow.
away, and behold, all things have become new; so be it, ami may the time
There are two common mistakes
hasten on when the people of the coun- narie in feeding cows; first, not feeding
try will live better lives, will be better liberally enough; second, feeding a
prepared to fulfill all their duties as ration not properly balanced. It bas
Maine Men found
in
Bennett
citizens.—J. L.
by experiment that about
Farmer.
>ixty per cent of what a cow can eat is
necessary to merely maintain her withMAINE.
Points on Stock Feeding.
out producing any milk, or gaining in
Farm animals must possess quality weight. This being true, it is evident
before they can be fed and reared with chat it ia not economy w leeu uuiy »
little more than this sixty per ceot needmarked success.
More food is required to make a given Mi to keep up the cow's body.
Below are given balanced rations that
gain as the birth period is recoiled
Mri 11 furnish the materials necessary to
from.
YOU TO SEND US YOU Κ
When periods of stagnation occur be- produce milk in about tbe right profore maturity, the food of maintenance, portions. By the term "rations" is
fed during such periods, brings little or meant the feed for twenty-four hours,
an<l have th*m made Into handsome,
no return.
[f a cow will not give a good Dow of
■lealrable
When development is seriously arrest- milk in the early part of the milking
ed at any period before its completion, period, when fed a liberal amount of
the feeding quality of the animal it )ne of these rations, it indicates that
ihe is not adapted by nature to be a
affected adversely.
at about one-half the cost of any rug
When development is unduly forced dairy animal, and she should be disSemi for booklet M.
you can buy
by stimulating foods while the animal is posed of. The amount· given are conj
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
a cow giving
young, its feeding qualities are injured. udered about right for
Street.
j6tt Congress
In the fattening process, when ani- from twenty to twenty-five pounds of
MAINE.
to
cease
that they
PORTLAND,
milk per day. For heavy milkers, these
mals are so
make good gains, further feeding can rations are to be increased, and reduced
For lighter milkers. In making these
only be done at a loss.
In selecting a ration for feeding, a due rations, it is designed that the cow be
regard must be had to the chemical con- given practically all of the roughage
stituents of the food or foods which the will eat and then sufficient grain is
added to furnish the necessary amount
compose it
In nearly all instances a mixed diet is of digestible material.
(1) Clover hay, 20 pounds; bran, 5
superior to one composed of any one
food.
pounds; corn, β to 8 pounds.
(2) Clover hay, 20 pounds; oats 4 to 5
We have always been a strong advoFresh meats of all kinds constantly on
pounds; corn, β to 8 pounds.
cate of kind usage, as having a bard
hand.
(3) Clover hay, 90 pounds; corn and
cash value in the handling of dairy ani- cob
meal, 8 to 10 pounds; gluten or cotI
a
and
salt
beef
beef-maker
Corned
pork specialty. mala; now comes a practical
ton seed meal, 2 pounds.
his
of
treatment
Fresh fish arrives every Monday after- with like advice for
(4) Alfalfa or cowpea hay, 10 pounds;
kind of animals:
noon and Thursday morning.
corn stover, 10 pounds; corn 8 to 10
essential
an
beef
animals,
"In feeding
Am shipping live stock every week, I
pounds; and bran, 2 pounds.—Prof. C.
requirement is good care and kind treatH. Eckles of the Missouri Agricultural
and paying full market price.
ment. Without this, no herdsman will
We College.
ever make a success of bis business.
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du
iiorace ureejey was of a differFrom loug experleuee he
ent u:lud.
knew that the way to cross a ford
was to gj straight ahead. The bottom
of the carryad was awash.
"Port your helium, you lubber!"
shouted the driver, pulllug with all his
might ou one rein. "Heave to! Come
'bout! Jibe! Cousaru you! Jibe!"
Then Horace Greeley tried to obey
orders, but it was too late. He endeavored to touch bottom with his fore
legs, but could not; tried to swim with
his hind ones, but found that Impossible; then wallowed wildly to one side

and snapped a

shaft and the rotten

whlffletree short off. The carryall
tipped alarmingly and Miss Patience

j
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must ever realize that scrnb care means
In the
UA great deal too much of the platSOUTH PARIS. ! scrub animals and scrub beef.
M ARK ET SQUARE,
stable, regularity as to the time of feed- form oratory at agricultural and Grange
soon
ing must be observed; the animale
meetings ia. suited only to those who
know just when to expeot their ration have money to carry out any scheme
will
and if withheld half an hour they
that may appeal to them, and too little
be restless until it is given. Much also for the benefit of those who have hard
of
treatment
work to make both ends meet,1' is tbe
depends upon the general
animals. If they are abused or ill-treat- way a correspondent of the New Engnot
expeot land Farmer expresses his opinion of the
ed in any way, we should
them to thrive well. We often hear of lecture work being given to farmers at
simifrom
result·
feeding
very different
the present time. How is It, is tbe
lar animals similar rations, and I some- matter that goes out f.-om the columns
times think that the cause is as much of the Farmer abo~re the possibilities of
the feeder as the food given. The best its readers?
results will never be obtained from feeding any ration unless it is accompanied
"It ia the simplest thing In the world
by judicious care and kind, gentle treatBye SpeolAllat.
ment."—Maine Parmer.
to start a horse that has balked," says
Oair*
"Ton know
Utasses, Cash or Credit. Satisfaction
a well-known liverylnaa.
|
Naming the Fans.
anteed. Eye· Tested Pre·.
that » horse or a mule cannot concenOn several amounts it is a good plan to trate his mind on more than on· thihg
NO]
con- at a tin·.
When he balks he has his
name the farm and have the name
gate, mind set upon that, partionlar subject
spicuously posted on athe big front
practical farmer. and yon couldn't budge him In a hunor elsewhere, states
For one thing the farm that is thus nam- dred years unless yon change that line
a small wad
and posted is likely to be better tend- of thought Simply
Wood the cooi- ed and
All kinds of
into his ear ana he will move
more tidy than if left in the of
ed
kept
paper
ng year. Correspondence solicited. usual way. The owner becomes more right along. It give· him a job of
and thinking how h· Is going to get the pa·
H. D. COLE,
proud of it when It bears a pretty
of his ear ana be forgets that be
name.
Try it and aee if we
Me.

DR. P/fttM ENTER
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appropriate
are

not

right

talked."
Coot

went under together.
The captain staggered to bis feet and
dmgg(Hl his chosen bride to bers. Tbe
Ice cold water reached their shoulders.
And, like α flash, as they stood there
came a torrent of rain and a wind
that drove tbe fog before It like smoke.
Captain Perez saw tbe shore, with its
silhouetted bushes, only a few yards
away. Beyond that, in the blackness,
was α light, a flickering blaxe, that rose

and fell and rose and fell again.
With his arm about her waist Peres
guided his dripping companion, as fast
as they could run, toward the light.
And us they came nearer to It they
saw that it flickered about the blackened ruins of a henhouse and a lath

CHAPTER XVIII.
ΑΓΤΑΙΝ PEREZ made a clean
breast of It to Captain Erl
when be reached borne that
12
after
was
It
night

o'clock, but he routed bis friend out of
bed t» tell blm tbe news and the story.
Captain Eri was not as surprised to
hear of the engagement as be pretended to be, for be bad long ago made up
bis mind that Perez meant business
tills time. But the tale of the flre and
the voyage In the carryall tickled him
immensely, and be rolled back ana

forth iu tbe rocker and laughed until
bis sides ached.
The next evening, when the three
captain were together in Jerry's room

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

CATARRH

they

to git you!"

quickly.

Nasal

"Will 1 what, l-erez?" she demanaeo.
Tlx· carryall rose on two wheels and
begun to turn over, but the captain did
not notice It. Tbe arma of bis heart's
deaire were about bis neck and be was
looking Into lier eyes.
"Will you marry me?" be gasped.
"Yes." answered Miss Patience, and

screamed.
"Whoa!" yelled the agitated Perez.
"'Vast heavin'! Belay!"
The auimal, as much frightened by
his driver's shouts as by the water,
shot ahead aud tried to tear himself, fence.
loose. The other sun warped and rotten
It was Mrs. Mayo's henhouse and
The carryall was now
shaft broke.
Mrs. Mayo's fence. Their adventurous
floating, with the water covering the
journey bad ended where It began.
floor.
"Well, by mighty," exclaimed Capthe
cut
have
to
"No use; I'll
away
tain Perez for at least the tenth time,
wreck or we'll be on our beam ends," as he sat In tbe kitchen
wrapped In
shouted the captain.
an old ulster of Mr. Mayo's aud toastHe took out his jackknlfe and, reaching his feet in the oven, "if I don't feel
ing over, severed the traces. Horace like a fool! All that scare and wet for
liudwallow
another
aud,
Greeley gave
nothin'."
iug himself free, disappeared in the
"Oh, not for nothin', Perez," said
darkness amid a lather of foam. The
Miss Patience, looking tenderly down
in
the
well
out
channel,
carriage, now
Into his face.
drifted with the current.
"Well, no, not for nothin' by à good
"Don't cry, Paehy," said the captain,
deal! I've got you by It and that's
endeavoring to cheer bis sobbing comeverything. But, say, Pashy," and the
captain looked awed by tbe coincidence, "I went through fire and water
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"We ain't shark bait ylt. I've
shipped aboard of 'uiost every kind of
craft, but blessed If I ever expected to
be skipper of a carryall!"
But Miss Patieuce, shut up lo the
back part of the carriage like a water
nymph In her cave, still wept hysterically, so Captain Peres continued his
dismal attempt at facetiousness.
"The main thing," he said, "Is to keep
her on an even keel. If she teeters to
Drat
one side you teeter to t'other.
"I thought
that fox," he ejaculated.
when Web's place burned we'd had
Ore enough to last for one spell, but it

rains but it pours."
"Oh, dear." sobbed the lady. "Now
everything '11 burn up anil they'll blame
me for It.
Well, I'll be drowuiled iinyway, so I shan't be there to hear 'em.
Oh, dear, dear!"
"Oh, don't talk that way. We're
driftin' somewheres. but we're spinnln' round βο 1 can't tell which way.
never

Judas." ho exclaimed, more soberly,
"I remember now. It ain't but a little
past 7 o'clock aud the tide's gDlu' out."
Tb··;· floated in silence for a few
Then Miss Patience, who
luoii'.cuts.
had bravely tried to stifle her sobs,
said with chattering teeth. "Perez, I'm
pretty nigh froze to death."
"Well, now you mention It." said
t'a; î.iiu Perez, "it is cold, ain't it? I've
h g >jU mind to jump ovcrboaixl and

l:y to swim ashare aud tow the carry·
all.'·
•
P'jn't you do It! My land! If you
siiouLl drawn what would become of

uiei"
It \ra.i the tone of this specch, as
ihu.'Ii as the word.*, that bit the cap.!a hard. lie himself almost sobbed
;U he vaid:
P.: by. 1 went you to try to git over
.m
front sent with me. Then 1 can
ir u\v coat round you, and you won't

Take bald of my band."
Λ.!;* l'ailunce at tlrst protested that
uever could do it iu the world. The
··. ,·.· .ι^·> wou'J up et and tiiat would
>· s >

old.

lint Lor companion urged
lii·.· tu I.
i.iT tt> trj·, aud ut last she did so. It
a
"w.i
risky proceeding, but she
rescued tlie frout seat somehow, and
,'uo carryall still remained right side
between
up. Luckily, lu the channel
the beaches there wus not the slightest

semblauce of a wave.
Captain Perez pulled off his coat and
wrapped It ubout bis protesting com·
paniou. He was obliged to hold it in
place, and he found the task rather

pleasing.

after supper, Perez said:
"Erl. It seems to me we've got to do
eomethln' 'bout Mrs. Snow. She was
hired to be housekeeper while John
was sick. Now he's dead, and she'll
think it's queer if we don't settle that
marryin' bus'ness. Ain't that so?"
"Yes," answered Captain Eri iaconIwillv.
"I wish
sarns and

you'd

(rive
Captain Jerry.

mind jour own conme

time," protested

How much time do you
"Time!
I should
Land of Goshen!
want?
think you'd had time enough."
"Well," Captain Jerry wriggled and

twisted, but saw no

loophole.

"Weil,

me α month w git up my courage
In and"—
A mouth's rldlc'loue;
"A month!
ain't It, Eri?"
"Yes."
"Well, three weeks then."
This offer, too, was rejected. Then
Captalu Jerry held out for a fortnightfor ten days.
Finally It was settled
that within one week from that very
uiglit he was to offer his heart and
hand to the lady from Nantucket He
pledged his solemn word to do It.
Josiah went up to the postofflce late
In the afternoon of the next day. The
"able seaman" was behaving himself
remarkably well. He had become a
real help to Captain Eri, and the latter
said that sailing alone would be doubly
bard when his foremast hand went
back to school again, which he was to
do very shortly, for Josiah meant to
accept the captain's offer and try for
the Anuapoiis appointment when the

give

he said huskily, "I've been
tbtnkln' of you conslder'ble lately.
Fact is, I—I—well, I come down today
I
a-purpoee to ask you somethln'.
know ifs a queer place to aak it and—
and I a'poae it's kind of sudden, but—
will·—wllj you— Breakers, by mighty !"
The carryall had suddenly begun to
xook and there were streaks of foam I
about It Now it gave a moat alarmheave, grounded, swung clear and

ing

tipped yet
"We're

more.

capaisin',N

yelled

Peres.

to me, Paahy!"
But Miss Patience didn't Intend to
let thla, perhaps the final, opportunity
slip. As she told her brother afterward, ahe would have made him aay It
then if they had been "two fathom un-

"Hang

on

der water."

of course," she said, "Mr.
Hazeltlne is a free agent, and I don't
know of any reason why he should be
compelled to go where he doesn't wish
to go."
Captain Jerry was completely crushed.
My! My! My!" he murmured.
"And after my beggin' bis pardon and
all!"
"Begging his pardon? For what?"
"Why, for leavln' you two alone. Of
course, after you pitched into me so
I see bow foolish I'd been actln', and I
—honest I didn't sleep scursely a bit
that night thinkin' 'bout it. Thinks I,
'If Elsie feels that way, why, there
ain't no doubt that Mr. Hazeltlne feels
the same.' There wa'n't but one thing
to be done. When η man makes a mistake, if be is any kind of a man, he
owns up and does his best to straighten things out. 'Twa'n't easy to do. but
duty's duty, and the next time I see
Mr. Hazeltlne I told blm tbe whole
thing, nnd"—
1UU

sky.

"I s'pose you

news

Jerry.

last

was

nigiitr

glad

to
asked

you
Ain't that so, Elsie?"
Miss Treeton's foot tapped tbe sidewalk several times, but she answered,
though not effusively:
"Mr. Hazeltlne Is always welcome, of
Then she added, turning
course."
away: "Really, Captain Jerry, I must
hurry to school. I bave a great deal
of work to do before 0 o'clock. Good
morning, Mr. Hazeltlne!"
The captain paused long enougb to
say, "We'll expect you now, so come,"
and then hurried after her. He was
feeling very well satisfied with him-

store on an errand and then told bis
friend of the morning meeting.
When he had finished Captain Eri

said:

"Oh, Jerry, Jerry! Your heart's big
as a bucket, but fishin's more in your
line than gittin' folks married to order
is, I'm 'iraid. You stay here and unload them fish in the dory. There ain't
many of 'ein, and Josiah '11 help when
be gits back. I'm goln' out for a few

minutes."
He went down to the beach, climbed
Into a dor>' belonging to a neighbor,
and Captain Jerry saw hirn row away
in the direction of tbe cable station.
That evening, after the dishes were
washed and the table cleured, there
Mrs. Snow
came a knock at tbe door.

opened

it

"Why, for goodness sake! Mr. Hazeltlne!" she exclaimed. "Come right in.
What a stranger you are!"
Italph entered, shook the snow, which
had just begun to fall, from his bat

when he was there. Course, I
told hiiu I didn't meun to do nothln'
Then he asked me
out of the way.
some more questions, and I answered
'em best I could, and—well, I guess

Mr. Hazeltine! Come
Hi!
Is now!
here a minute."
A mischievous Imp was certainly
directing Captain Jerry's inoveuieuts.
Ralph had, almost for the tirst lime

since he came to Orhum, paid an eurly
morning visit to the office in order to
send an important letter in the first
mall. The slamming of the door bad
attracted the captain's attention and,
in response to the bail, Mr. Huzeltiue

crossed the road.
And theu Cuptaln Jerry felt his arm
clutched with a grip that meant busiPreston whispered,
Miss
as
ness,
"Don't you dare say one word to him
about It Don't you dare!"
If Ralph hud been surprised by the
request to join the couple, he was
more surprised by the reception he received. Elsie's face was crimsou, and
as for the captain, he looked like a
man who had suddenly been left standing alone in the middle of a pond covered with very thin ice.
"Did you want to speak with me,
capt::!:!?" asked Italpb.

"This is my dohi's, not Jirru's."
and coat, took off these articles lu response to tlie hearty Invitation of Captain Erl and shook hands with nil
present. Elsie's face was an interestCaptain Jerry looked
ing study.

acared.

After a few minutes' talk Captain
Erl rose.
"Mrs. Snow," be said, "conie upstairs
I want to talk to you
a little while.
'bout soniethiu'. You come, too, Jerry."
Captain Jerry looked front Elsie to

the speaker, and then to Elsie again.
But Captain Eri's hand was on his
arm, and he rose and went.
Elsie watched this wholesale desertion with amazement. Then the door
opened again, and Captain Erl put In
bis head.

"Elsie," he said, "I Jest want to tell
you that this Is my doln's. not .Terry'·.
That's all." And the door shut.
Elsie faced the caller with astonishment written on ber face.
"Mr. Hazeltine," ehe said Icily, "you
may know what this means, but I
don't."

looked at her and answered
solemnly, hut with a twinkle In his eye.
"I'm afraid I can guess, Miss Preston. You see Captain Jerry paid Captain Erl a call this afternoon, and as
a result Captain Erl called upon iue.
Then as a result 0/ that I—well, I
came here."
The young lady blushed furiously.
"What did Captain Erl tell you?" she

Ralph

they must l>os pardon ror mterrcring
In other people's uffairs."
"Ma'am," and the captain made a
profound bow, "I hope you'll be so
'kind and condesoendln', and stoop so
*
low, and bo so bcndln' as to forgive
me. And. while I'm 'bout it, I'll apolo-

gize for Jerry too."
"No, sir," said the young lady decidedly. "Captain Jerry must apologize
for himself. Captain Jeremiah Burgess," she called up the stairway,
"come into court and answer for your

picture of the
and fish is the trademark of Scott's Emulsion,
and is the synonym for sins."
strength and purity. It is sold
in almost all the civilized country's of the globe.
If the cod fish became extinct
it would be a world-wide calamcomee

from its liver surpasses all other
fats in nourishing and life-giving

properties. Thirty yeuj-s ago
the proprietors of Scott's Emulsion found a way of preparing

can
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mm pit.
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youi" asked the captain.
"I certainly do, If I can get there."
"Oh. we can git there all right. I've
rowed u dory α good many times when
This ain't no
a fact," he
♦diled as they crossed the yard aud
muglit the full force of the wind.
•Lucky you put on them iieskins."
Ralph was arrayed in Captain Jerry's
'dirty weather rig." and although, as
Captain Eri said, the garments fitted

'twas as bad as this.

,ilenic day. though, that's

him "like α shirt on α
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Fauci·· In Neckwear.

By RENE DEVERAUX.
The spirit of sociability is very pro
uounced iu New York tbeee last few
weeks, and it baa become very popular
for fashionable women to give Sunday
2 o'clock dinners to tbeir intlnmte
friendH, either at home or at some uptown restaurant. Being the only boll»!ay of the week for business uieu, they
can enjoy tbeee informal affaire withIteiiiK haraaaed by business eug.igeThen, too, the refreshments are
90 light that no one has a disagreeable
feeling toward big hostess the next
morning. At one of these dinners lateiy the coatuines wini by the womeri

out

ments.

almost as brilliant as those worn
the 0[M*ra, only no Jewels were displayed. but the colors made one think
of an old fashioned garden.
The opera season has surely reached
'14 height during the last week, and to
strangers coming into town It Is really
worth the price of an admission ticket
were

at

see tile Iteautiful costumes, jewIn fashion history
els and feathers.
■he passing season will be recorded aa

Jmsi to

handspike," they

very acceptable.
Their dory bit the beach almost exactly at the right spot, a feat which the passenger considered a mirncle, but which
the captain seemed to take as a matter of course. They beached and anchored the dory, und. bending almost
douille as they faced the wind, plowed
through the sand to the back door of
were

the station. There was comparatively
little snow here on the outer beach—
the gale had swept It nearly all away.
Mr. Langley met them as they
tramped Into the hall. The old gentleman was glad to see his assistant, for
he had beguu to fear that the latter

g

"I should like to be at the life savstation wfeen they laud," said
Ralph. "It would be a new experience
for me. I've seen the crew dà111 often
enough, but I have never seen them

ing

to laugh.
A little later Captain Erl knocked at
the door.
"Is It safe for a feller to come In?"
he asked.
"Well," said El-le severely, "I don't
know whether talebearers should be
admitted or not, but If they do come

ity, because the oil that

Mrs. Snow decidedly. "Pasby's g.>» loo
much sense to let him try it."
In the morning there was little
change in the weather. The snow had
turned to a sleet, balf'raiu, that stuck
to everything and coated It wir'i ice.
The wind was blowing as hard as
ever.
Cuptaln Erl aud Ralph, standing just outside the kitchcn door and
In the lee of the barn, paused to watch
the storm for a minute before they
went down to the beach.
"Think you want to go over, do

ntVV«»MBV

"Just what Captain .Terry told him."
"And that was?"
"What you told Captain Jerry this
morning concerning something that you
told him before, I believe."
There was no answer to this. Miss
Prestou looked as If she had a mind
to run out of the room, tbeu as If she
might cry, and finally as If she wanted

man

he felt a little like a deserter nevertheless.
"Peret won't git home neither." observed Captain Erl. "He's snowed in
too."
Captain Perez bod that afternoon
gone1 down to the Mayo homestead to
take tea with Mies Davis.
"Git home! I should think not!" said

morning. Cantain Davis was coine to
try to reach her with the boat, I believe."

demanded.

HE above

gave a little scream, end Mrs. Snow

exclaimed: "For the kind's sake, shut
that door this minute! Everything Ί1

"Where Is she?"
"On the Hog's Back shoal, they
One of the life saving crew
thifik.
told McLotighliu that they saw lier
last night, when the gale first began,
trying to make an offing, and that

room

that's 'bout all."
"Captain Jeremiah Burgess!" exclaimed Elsie. Then she udded, "What
must he think of me?"
"Oh, I'll fix that!" exclaimed the cap"I'll see him some time today,
tain.
aud I'll tell him you didn't mean it
Why, I declare! Yes, 'tis! There he

the outer door. He liud to use

considerable strength to do this, ami a
gust of wind and a small avalanche of
snow roared In and seut the lighter
articles flying from the table. Elsie

might have tried to row over during
the evening and met with disaster. As
they sat round the stove In his room he
said: "We don't need any wrecks inside the beach. We shall have emugh
outside, I'm afraid. I hear there Is
one schooner in trouble now."
asked
so?"
"That
Captain Eri.

Inside
the postofflce door, was buttoning his
overcoat and putting on his gloves,
looked earnestly at the pair, but he,
too, said nothing.
"Why, I told him," said Captain Jerry, in roply to the question, "how you
didn't like to have mo go out of the

cod liver oil so that everyone
tnke it and get the full value of
the oil without the objectionable
taste. Scott's EmulsiDn is the
l>est thing in the world for weak,
bear the backward children, thin, delicate
Captain people, and all conditions of
wasting and lost strength.

"What news?"
"Why, that 'bout Mr. Hazeltlne's
goln* away. You're glad he's goln', of
course."
Miss Preston did not answer Immediately. Instead she turned and looked
wonderingly at Jaer companion.

the captain, intent

particular, who, standing Just

so."

and Mrs. Snow spent some time
and much energy In thawing it out It
was later than usual when the former
set out for the schoolhouse. As be was
putting on bis cap Elsie suggested
that he wait for her, as she had some
lessons to prepare and wanted an hour
They
or so to .herself at her desk.
walked on together under a cloudy

on

He γομ, beckoned to Ralph and then

opened

be soppln' wet."
making tbe explanation as plausible
So Ralph did give It up. although
as possible, "we've missed you conrather against his will. There was
We was sayln' we hoped
slder'ble.
of importance to be done, but
wouldn't give u· up altogether. nothing
on

VI let

follows:
"Mr. IIazeltlue'8 goin' to leave the
cable station," he said.
"Goln' to leave!" repeated the housekeeper. "What for?"
"I don't know, ma'am. AU I know is
He
what I heard Mr. Wlngate say.
said Mr. Huzeltlne was goin' to get
through over at the etatlon pretty soon.
He said ope of the operators told him

Jerry

coldly.
"Well," went

"Sartln I did."
"What did you tell him?"
They hud stopped on the sidewalk
nearly opposite the postofflce. Each
was too much engrossed in the conversation to pay any heed to anything
else. If the few passershy thought it
strauge that the schoolmistress should
care to loiter out of doors on that cold
and disagreeable morning tlicy said
nothing about It. One young man In

as

so

"Paahy,"

umph.
"Why,

The boy came back with the mail and
The mail, a paper
an item of news.
only, be handed to Mrs. Snow, and the
news he anuouuced at the supper table

"Well, for the land's sake! Did you
know snything 'bout It, Eri?"
"Why, yes, a little. I met Hazeltlne
yesterday, and he told me that some
folks out west had made him a pretty
good offer, and he didn't know whether
to take It or not. Said the salary was
good, and the whole thing looked sort
of temptln'. He hadn't decided what
to do ylt That's all there is to It"
There was little else talked about

I do uow." Tlion be realized tbat this
not exactly complimentary, and
added, "Tbat le, I don't know—I don't
know's I—Elsie, wbat was it I woe
goln' to say to Mr. Hazeltlne?"
"I'm sure I don't kuow," she said
was

jest out of common politeness? Now,
dldu't you?"
"No, I didn't. You misunderstood
me.
I did object to your leaving tbe
room every time he called and making
me appear so ridiculous, and I did s.:.,
that bis visits might be a torture for
all that you knew to the contrary, but self.
That afternoon when Captain Eri reI certainly didn't say that they were."
"Suflferln'! And you ain't glad he turned from the fishing grounds he
fouud Captain Jerry waiting for him
stopped comln'?"
The air of complete Indifference as- at the shanty. The humiliated matchsumed by the young lady was a tri- maker sent Josiab up to the grocery

time came.

good!" murmured Miss during the meal. Captain Peres, CapPatience. "What should I bare done tain Jerry and Mrs. Snow argued, surmised and questioned Captain Eri, who
without you?"
''Hush! Guess you'd have been bet- eald little. Elsie said almost nothing
ter off. Tou'd never gone after that and went to her room shortly after
fox if it badn't been for me, and there the dishes were washed.
"Humph," exclaimed Captain Perez,
wouldn't have been none of this fuss."
"Oh, don't say that! You've been so when they were alone, "I guess your
brave.
Anyhow, we'll die together, matchmakln' scheme's up spout, Jerry."
And, for a wonder, Captain Jerry did
that's a comfort"
solemnnot
contradict him.
Peres
«aid
Captain
"Pashy,"
The weather changed that night and
ly, "It's mighty good to hear you say
It grew cold rapidly. In the morning
that"
the pump was frozen and Captain
"Is itr she said softly.
"Oh, you're

"Why, I don't kpow. I Jest took It
for granted you would be. Tou didn't
want him to come and see you, and if
be waa gone be couldn't come, so"—
"Just α minute, please. What makes
ypu think I didn't want Mr. Hazeltlne
to call?"
And now it was tbe captain's turn
to stare and hesitate.
"What makes me think"— he gnsped.
"Why—you told me so yourself."
"Elsie Preston," he ejaculated, "are
you loein' your mein'ry or what?
Didn't you pitch into tue hotfoot for lettin' blm be alone with you? Didn't
you give me 'bark from the tomb' for
gittin' up and goin' away? Didn't you
say his calls was perfect torture to you,
and that you had to be decent to blm

*■» ny—wny,
did," stammered poor
Captalu Jerry, "but—but I don't know's

CHAPTER XIX.

Τ bad begun to snow early In
the evening—a light fall at
flrat, but growing heavier every minute—and as the flakes
fell thicker and faster the wind began
to blow, and its force increased steadily. Ralph, hearlug the gusts as they
swooped about the corners of the house
and the "swish" of the snow as It was

thrown against the window panes, several times rose to go out but Captain
Eri In each instance urged him to stay
a little longer. Finally the electrician
rebelled.
"I should like to stay, captain," he
said, "but how do yon think I am going to get over to the station if this
storm grow· worse, as It seems to be

doing?"

think," was the calm reply.
"You're goln' to stay here."
"I don't

"Well, I guess not"
UI guess yes. 8'pose. we're goln' to
let you try to row over to the beach a
night like this? It's darker'n a nigger's pocket, aud blowin' and snowln'
great guns besides. Jest yon look out

her*

"

actually at work."
"What d'you say if

go down to
the station?" asked the captain. "That
is, if Mr. Langley here can spare you."
"Oh, I can spare him," said the su"There Is nothing of Imwe

perintendent.

portance to be done here Just

now.

But it will be a terrible walk down the
beach this moruiug."
"Wind '11 l>e at our backs, and we're
rigged for it too. What d'you say, Mr.
Hazel tine?"
Ralph was only too glad of the opportunity to see, at least, the finish
of a rescuing expedition, and he said

they got

So

so.

into the oilskins

again,

their sou'westers down over
their ears and started on the tramp
to the life saving station.
The electrician is not likely to forget
that walk, 'ihe wind was, as the captain said, ut their backs, but it whis-

pulled

in

tled

the

from

sea

with

tei-ritic

strength aud carried the sleet with it.
It deluged them with water and plastered them with dying Heu weed and

ice. The wet sand came in showers
like hail aud beat agaiust their shoulders until they felt the sting even
through their clothes.
They walked as near the water line
as they dared, because the sand was
harder there.
Capiat IM went
ahead, hands in his pockets r.ad head
down.
Itaiph followed, sometime»
watching hi.* companion, but oftener
gazing at the sea. At intervale there
would be a lull, as If the storm giant
had paused for breath, au I they c »uld
see for half a mile over the crazy water, then the r.ext gust wouid ραϋ ill·.·
curtain dowu again and a whirl of
rain and sleet would shut them in.
Conversation meant only a series of
shrieks, and they gave it up.

IrO
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CUNTUfCKU-J

RheunintlMm nml Tun.
The discovery of a remerly for rheumatism by means of tan win accidentally made by a tanner of Dm,
Wnrttemberg. One day he fe!l Into one
of his own vats. and. as no one was
near, he had to remain in the Munlng
liquid for over half an h >ur. When
rescued he found. It is said, that hi·
rheumatism had entirely left him. lie
then
means

turned doctor and treated by
of a system called elcctrotauuo*

therapla.

Ro

Quitting.

Marryat—You dou't believe in divorce, then? Mugley—No. sir: I've got
too much .sportin' blood. Marryat—

What has that to do with it? .Mugley—
I believe in a light to the finish.- Philadelphia Tress.
It

Stnnda Alone.

town of that
Kittery. Me., h the only
ίγγ■»»

fn

\ii····'·

Bad Blood

for most of
ailments of
end
the diseases
the human system* It se»

h

responsible

rioasly affects every organ
and fonction, canses catarrh,

Hood'sSarsaparflla
enriches

which puiifles and
the blood as nothing else can

νΐΛΆΝΓΚ STYLE IPItlN'd ΒΠΓΓ, PONY OOAl
AN1J CIliCL'LAB SKI HI.

of feathers, fur a harvest uf tli**m
still to be seen on all the Ifclest mid·
winter hats; besides it Is predicted that
they will be worn to a certain extent
in the spring. But then no one can foreHie
η

tell to a certainty what new fashion*
will become popular. As soon as anything new becomes universal it ceasef

to be fashionable.
A few of the new spring street cos·
tunics are being displayed in the sln>p
windows and showrooms this week

One wonders where all these change
'•ome from, for there is a distinct new
style in all the models. Oue was a
mamiish gray suit of cloth, with a cash·
The short pony coat and
mere finish.
circular skirt are both trimmed with
«vu·
irray buttons having black velvet
î.-rs. 'J'he buttons ou the skirt trimmed
ihe cellier of the front and readied
down to the Item, making a most origi·
mil little walking suit.
A very jaunty looking costume wan
il Heche.I wool in gray and white, with
H short hip cant closed in front, with
smart buttons beginning just below
the velvet collar. Many of the now

<kirts are circular, but the plaited
skirts have lieen such favorites that
some of the latest model* show the
plaited effect, with panels set in tht
back and sides; sometimes a plaited
pauel down the front. This is a decided relief to the home dressmaker, be·
cause the circular skirt is hard to bang

oroperly. especially if walking length.
Many of the deuiltallored suits for
lieautifulyoung ladies are set off most

ly with the finest of embroidered cuff·
and collars. Dainty frills for the neck
and elljow give à suit that aristocratic
féminine touch that every oue long·
for. and this is where a girl can use
her originality to great advantage.
There are so many handmade things
sold In the shops that a suit is hardly
complete without some dainty bit of
fluff and frills on it.
When the idea comes of a sprint

suit, at the same time there comes tb<
additional thought of what to weai
about the neck on milder days in plact
of the heavy furs to which so many
people object. Some lovely inexpensive
neck scarfs and muffs were seen lo

imitation I'ersian lamb.
They wer«
pale gray with a unique design In gray
silk cord running through the stole aud
the same effect carried out in the muff.
Light, l>eautiful things can be mad«
of mallue, chiffon or any similar material and trimmed with marabout
Sandwiched In between these dellcute early spring displays one eees the
ever popular shirt waist suit of sheet
lawn with deep or narrow tucks on
tbe full skirt. Tbe waist is either plain
or exquisitely trimmed in tine lace at
band embroidery. According to tb<
price and material. Tbe good linei
and excellent workmanship make them
a most desirable addition to the wardrobe. especially since entire suits of
tbe same material is tbe uudlsputsd
decision of Dante Fashion.

[Our readers may have advice on pur·
3hasln« and any question concerning

fashion

or

fabrics

answered

without

nhurife by Rene Deveruux. the fus hi
expert, by addressing Rene De versus.
Madison Square, Nan
P. O. Box
York, inclonln* stump for reply.]

Selecting JadgH.
Franklin thought that Judges
ought to be appointed by lawyers, for,
added the sbrewd mau, In Scotland,
where this practice prevails, they always select the ablest member of the
profession In order to get rid of him
Dr.

and share bis
selves.

practice

among them-

A Poltter,

Two thieves were breaking into a
door when tbe master of tbe bouse,
bearing tbctn, looked out of the window and said: "Friends, come a little
later. We are not yet In bed."—"Humor of Rpain."
Daaarero·· Aphortan.

Bachelor—Talk is cheap. Benedict—
For goodness sake, don't advertise It
as a bargain while my wife is around.
—Brooklyn Life.

To do what we can by our ballot·
For tKhwéfc rffdtiHi cmrn
mtâ for Book oa th· Hoot, No. 3.
and influence to iwure good Is to work
Mm.
Ho©4
L
Lam*,
Co*
C
with God -Pbllipps Brooks.

WmI Parte.

THE OXFORD BEARS

■BTABLI3HED Ι».

The Mooad Soodij In February Rev.
Φχίοχά Seraocrat,
Henry ▲. Parkhurtt, who li to graduate
from the divinity school it Tnfti ColISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
lege in Jnne of this year, will preach (or
the Univertaliit society in place of Rev.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
:OUTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 30, 190β.
P. E. Barton at the usual hour of 3

JTÎie

&

atwood

MW*n umI

PrepiMan.

Oaoaoa M. atwood.

o'clock in the afternoon at the

Paris HilL

Forbes,

Fir·* Baptist Church, Bev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sun<lay at 10 :45 a. U. Sunday
Sabbath Ereolot Service at
School at 12 U.
7 30 p. M. T. P. 8. C. B. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursdayevenlng M 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Frl 'ay Njfore the let
Sunday of the month at Ï3Ô P. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invfted.
1'nlrersallst Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 ▲. M.

a. I. Pouu.

91JO » year If piU MrMlj In advaaoe.
Otherwise 9100 a year. Single copies 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement·
iDTitmuum :
are given three connective Insertions for 91JO
oolumn. Special contract»
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with kxsàl, transient and yearly advertis-

Tmiu

—

pariah meeting
voted to buy η
church, and Joaeph

At the Universalist
er·.
evening, it «u
New type, (M presse·, steam
loi Panrrwe
the
power, experience*I workmen and low price· new furnace for
bamiof
oar
thla
to
make
combine
department
; B. Cole and Hiram K.
ne·* complete and popular.
i chosen a committee to
the matter.

Tuesday

Coming Event*.

will

There

be

a

Hubbard

were

have charge of
dance

social

at

Academy Hall, Friday evening of this

week. Come.
Jan. 29 —Lecture, "Damascus and the Leba Blaine
or stolen
Lost,
anon»," by Kev. V Β Schoonover of Bethel,
Parle.
South
so until MonMeth.xlUt cburvh.
ί winter, that is, we
Jan 31.—Supper and entertainment of OKI
!
morning.
Mai·!»' Club, Baptist church. South Parle.
Miss Winifred Willie has returned
Jan. 31.—Apron and candy sale, supper and entertainment, Methods church. South Parle. from Boston, where she has been for
Feb. β.—supper and entertainment of Unlv< real 1
several weeks.
let Good Cheer Society, South Parle.
Ano'her boy was added to the
Feb. 6.—Oxford Pomona
Grange. Bryant's
Pond
tion of Paris Hill the past week. To the
Feb. β.—Clerk»' Kali, Norway.
wife of Mark Shaw, a son.
Feb. 9.—"I'nder the Laurels," by eeulor class,
Faustina Hammond is working for
Parle Ulgh School.
Feb 15,16.—Pari» Grange fair.
Mrs. Mark Shaw.
Feb. 11 —Lecture br Rev H. A. Clifford, library
Kay, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Hambe ne lit. South Paris.
mond, has been quite sick but is very
Feb. O.—Supper and entertainment, Congrega
tlonal church. South ParU.
much better so he went up to visit his
Feb. ·>, March 1.—Good Cheer fair, "At the Sign
sisters, Mrs. Ernest Shaw,
of the Pink Carnation," South Paris.
not
Shaw is also
Little
March 5.—Annual town meeting In most Oxford
County towns.
able to be out yet.
March 13—Supreme Judicial Conrt, South Paris.
with her

strayed

—

thought

day

popula-

Sunday.
sick,

Raymond

NEW

Jessie Jackson is staying
aunt, Mrs. H. P. Hammond, for a few
days. She is attending dancing school.
The Paris Hill ladies have always been
called good cooks, but the supper given
by the men of the Baptist society last
evening was acknowledged to be

ADVKKT1SEMENTS.

Sour Stomach—E. C. DeWltt Λ Co.
Hood's Sareaparilla.
The Great W h lie SaleDear Friends.
Clearance Sale of Heavy Clothing.
Clearance Sale of Men's Suits and Overcoats.
Fur Coat Mark Down.
Statement of Phentx Insurance Co.
Statement of Dutchess Insurance Co.
Statement of Providence Washington Insurance Co.
If You Don't Want.
Probate Notice·.
Statement of Commercial Union Assurance Co.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Friday

the best yet. Nearly one hundred sat
down to tables, daintily set and just
loaded with good things. Fish chowder, baked beans, salads, pastry, etc.,
were in
abundance, and the men in
white aprons served in a most efficient
The notice on the kitchen
manner.
door, "No women allowed in this
kitchen" was well heeded. The men
Just come when they
Fryeburg Academy.
are tine cooks.
A debating society ban recently been serve again, as they will do in the near
were finely
organized and the following officers bare future. After the supper all
entertained with selections given from the
been elected:
Edison phonograph, operated by Mr. L.
President— Evan» Crabtree.
Vice-President—«>11 ve Benton.
K. Stone, and readings given by Mr. H.
Sec. end Treae.—Virgil Horr.
E. Hammond and Miss Annie Eastman.
Executive Committee—Mr. Smith, Mr. Hender
The eutertainment and supper were
son. Ml»» Walker, teacher», and Archer Harn
den and Saille Pitman, students.
good and a large company gave both a
The first debate will come Thursday hearty vote of thanks.
night, Feb. 1st. The subject has nut yet
West Bethel.
been definitely decided upon.
"Mttle drops of water,
The girls have begun their Indian club
Λη<1 little oyeters, too.
drills in the girls' gymnasium, under Mr
Will »oon be joined together
To make the church fair etew."
Henderson. The boys are practicing the
broadsword and wand drills; also tum"Some folks are always losing time
Kroui their diurnal labors.
bling and bar-work in preparation for tlu
Because they're always lln llng tt
end
athletic exhibition to be given at the
To goe»lp with their neighbors."
of the winter term.
Midwinter.
We are all much interested in theoutCandlemas day next Friday.
come of the Globe voting contest as one
The protracted January thaw is ended.
of our students is a contestant. Mis*
Icy roads and blacksmiths are again
Vera Cameron, who now stands among
the tirst twelve, is our caudidate. The happy.
Evero Towne is now the owner of a
students are all helping her to what
votes they can, and the people in Frye graphophone.
H. W. Dennison received a car of corn
burg have raised over fifty dollars to buj last week.
She now has several
votes for her.
Willis Thurston is suffering from rheuhundred votes on hand which she hat
and unable to work.
not sent in, but as this contest will b< matism,
Mr. Hobbs and wife went to their
uncertain to the end we request that al
home in Conway, X. H., last week.
of Miss Cameron's friends, or friends ol
Are we really living in Maine? Februthe school, send her what votes they cai
ary and March will answer that question.
as soon as possible.
Fred Wheeler is done driving team
and now has employment inside the
Buckfleld Old Folks' Ball.
mill.
A brief report was given last week o:
E. R. Briggs has become a member of
the old folks' party at Buckfield Wed ties
the Northwestern Puzzlers* League of
"!«· «lionina

Ian
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which

wan Ά vt»n

in all respects. Thi (
music by Payne and Plummer's Orches
tra, and the supper by Grant, caterer, al I
of Lewiston, were first-class in all re
spects. A number of guests were près
ent from other towns. Some of thi
costumes of the ladies are given below

enjoyable

affair

Mr·. Chas. Israelson. blue satin
Mrs. Kre<l At wool, black silk.
Mrs. Stanley Blsbe«, Iguml uiuslln.
Mr·. Guv Gardner. lavender crepe.
Miss Julia Jones, white muslin.
Mis· AIwikkI. cream albatross.
These from Ko in font Fall·
Mrs. I.uther Irish, brown silk
Μη». Herman Waniwell, white ellk.
Miss t.limit Marshall, white muslin.
These of West Paris.
Mrs. Krnest Shaw ot Paris, rream albatross.
Mrs. l>r M'trston, West sunnier, blue silk.
Mrs. Horace Irish, bruwn Bilk.
Mrs. Cbas. Tuttlc, black silk.
Mrs Arthur Ε Cole, lavender satin.
Mrs. Ralph Morrill, blue ellk.
Mr·. Henry Nulty, white muslin.
Mr·. Al. Cole, white pique.
Mrs. ( has. Wlthington, black silk.
Mrs. Albert Μ. Κι>κκ. tfrey satin.
Mrs. Arthur 8. Hall, black cre|>e <te chineMise Nan Wlthlnirtoc, white muslin.
Miss Clara Wttnlngton, white rnuallu ove r

pink.

Miss Ertle Morris, white muslin.

Here «ad There.
of a meeting of an associatioi ,
of bartenders addressed by liquor dealer
somehow makes one wonder if they or
really proud of their occupation.
of the condition of tb >
in Maine by a Lewistoi >
Journal man sent out to ascertain th< >
facts, convinces that paper that Maine i
the driest it has been for twenty years
There are exceptions to the rule, ο Γ
course.
Bangor, according to the re
porter's observation, is still selling lot
of liquor as in days since the memory ο Γ
man runneth not to the contrary, an< I
Rumford Falls is said to be "wide open.'

Investigation
liquor business

■

Maine has nine living ex-governors
The oldest is Dr. Alonzo Garcelon ο ^
Lewiston, who is 92 jears of age, an< I
next to him comes Hon. Sidney Perhan
Hon. Frederic)
of Paris, who is 86.
Robie of Gorham is 83, and Gen. Joshut
L. Chamberlain of Brunswick is 77. Th<
other five are under 70.

During the month of December, 1905
762,200 bushels of potatoes were ship

Mason.
Rufus

Skillings

and wife visited Ervin

Hutchinson and other friends Sunday.
Ε C. Uhlman is on the gain so he

rode out Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Merrill are stopping at Ervin Hutchinson's.
Ervin Hutchinson sold a nice cow to
G. P. Beau of Bethel.
A. G. Bean of Albany was in town on
business Tuesday.
The thaw has broken and left tine
chances for people to sit down at the
risk of breaking their necks.

WUsoa's Mills.

Reading

About the State.

Minnesota.
Fred E. Murphy expected work for the
winter in Shelburne, Ν. H., but made a
short stop there, returning Tuesday.
A dancing school under the instruction
of J. Β Casey of Gorham, Ν. H., opened
in Bell's hall Thursday evening.
Busiuess is lively in the mill yard and
around the railway station, teams loaded
with wood and birch bolts coming in at
unusual
An
all hours of the day.
amount of dry hard wood has been sent
from here.

H. W. Fickett is now
the Aziscoos House.
KO y

jacvuesiim

ι»

taking charge
ιιβιμιυκ

at

jame»

Cil lev to get the wood at the hotel.
AUieu Farnham was in town the past
week.
Several of our young people attended
the "opening ball" at Errol, Jan. 10th to
dedicate the new town and grange hall
built the past season.
Azel Wilson and family, who have
been at John Olson's for a month or
Κ. B.
more, moved home Thursday.
Wilson makes it his home with his son,
Azel Wilson.
A thaw set in Saturday afteruoon that
is melting the snow fast.

Northwest Bethel.

W. D. Thurston has been stopping
S. L. Mason's for some days.
Mrs. Fred Chapman has been quite
ill for some weeks. Nellie Merrill from
Mason is at work for her.
P. L. Chapman has sent his teams to
New Hampshire where he has a job of
"two sledding."
Henry Schools and
George Luxeton went as teamsters.
Eliza Mason has her colt "Mischief'
nicely trained so she drives it quite a
good deal. It is a very pretty animal.
Mrs. Bert Brown is over this side
at

from the Aroostook division of th< * occasionally.
A. R. R., making the total fron
Loveil.
crop of 1905, up to and including
December 31, 1905, 3,120,298 bushel·, o:
Mrs. Betsey C. Andrews of this town,
th<
an increase of 508,960 bushels over
widow of the late Dea. Cyrus Andrews,
same period in 1904.
died the 17th inst, aged 7S years. She
Electric lights for Turner village an was bom in this town, the daughter of
It is understood tba [ John Charles. She was a woman of
an assured thing.
Ernest Staples, proprietor of one of thi , estimable character, a sincere and devoted Christian, and will be much misssaw mills and box factories in town, hai
already ordered the generator. Th< , ed in ail her relations iu life. She leaves
fraternal orders will install electricity it two sons and three daughters.
Mrs. Eliza W. Stearns is sick at prestheir balls and all the stores and many ο f
ent writing.
the residences will take electricity.
Dr. Η. V. Andrews of Boston, Nettie
somewha O. Andrews of I^wrence and Jessie A.
It is
Zion's Advocate:
note
almost
what
to
super Chapman of Parmington Normal School,
amusing
stitious reverence and regard some peo were here on account of the death of
have
an
to
for
seem
umbrella,—a
pie
Mrs. Andrews, and have all returned to
certain times
They will work it hare their several homes or places of business.
all the week, no matter what the stormi
But when a stormy Sunday
may be.
East Brownfield.
comes they seem to be afraid to take ii
One day last week Dr. Marston was
out of the bouse. They fear that it wil!
get wet, or that the wind may tear it, oi thrown from his sleigh, but not seriousthat it may catch cold, or some thing ol ly hurt.
Miss Mary Marston, who has been
that sort, apparently. They read the Sab
bath commandment as though it wen > teaching in Hiram, came home last
written, "Six days shall thine umbrelli Friday.
Miss Amy Richards of Portland spent
labor, and do all its work; but th<
seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord Jan. 20th with Dr. and Mrs. Maraton.
It is reported that Mr. C. D. Fessenden
thy God; in it thine umbrella shall have
Look up the commandment, is quite ill with pneumonia.
a rest."
Many have been using wagons during
again, brother, and see whether that it
really in it. Get a new umbrella; on< the past week. The snow nearly all
that is neither too holy nortoohole-y foi disappeared.
Mr. Geo. Haley, who has charge of
use in the storms that sometimes comc
Brownfield High School, intend· to reon the Lord's day.
turn to Japan early in March.
Geo. Bray is driving a grocery cart
Personal.
through different parte of the town for
F. R. Bradbury.
Wesley K. Woodbury, Esq., of Pottaville. Pa., who ia a son of the late Hon.
Peru.
E. W. Woodbury of Bethel, is quite
active in his work as attorney for the
Dana W. Goding died on the 15th.
Law and Order Soeiety of Schuylkill He was in his usual health when he west
County. The work of the society is and yoked a pair of steers and was going
largely devoted to the suppression of the to haul some wood, but he had not got
illegal liquor business From an ad- far when his wife saw him fall. As he
dress recently given by Mr. Woodbury did not rise she telephoned to the neighia the licensing court, it appears that the bors and they got him to the house,
society ia not aiming to cut off every where he died s few misâtes later from
saloon, recognising that the law pro- heart trouble. He was buried on the
vide· for the licensing of such, but only 18th under the ceremonies of the grange
those that have violated the conditions I of which he was a member. He was
of their licenses. Of these place· there master of New Centnry Pomona.
Married on the 23d, Mr. Arthur L.
•re, according to Mr. Woodbury'» statement, a large number. From this it Harlow and Miss Ethel T. Irish, both of
would appear that ia Schuylkill County Peru. They were married at their
at least lioeaee dosa not pat an satire home. Mr. Harlow has bought his
■top to the illsgal sale of liquor, as its father's term. Their reoeption was the
advocates are food of asserting that It same evening. They were the reolpieata
of some very aiee pressais.
»UI.

ped

B. &

Baptist

choroh.
The Ladle·1 Social Circle of the Free
Baptist society hold their meetings

Beckfleld.
!
nuiti
The Baptist people held an entertainThe Bethel baaket ball team returned
Neslwoot
from Berliu Saturday morning, Jan. SO, ment Wednesday evening at
Music wae a feature and recitaaa victors, having won the game from the flail.
tion· bj Miss Gladys Wise of Aubnrc.
Berlin team.
with
The unuaual weather in mid-winter ▲'sale of fancy good·, candy, etc.,
served.
seems to be responsible for a good deal refreshment·
Howard P. Shaw came home from
of atokneaa.
Mrs. Charles Farwell'a mother, Mrs. Boston Thursday.
Daring the warm spell a pansy and
Andrews, is ill at the home of her
doors at T. H.
daughter with erysipelas, and Mrs. Clara buds developed out of
Arno of Oorham, Ν. H., ia oaring for Lunt's.

every second and fourth Friday afternoon of each month at Mrs. Roscoe her.
Robert Blsbee has closed his engageTueirs. These meetings are made very
Co. in
interesting with current events and dis- ment with the Sugar Refining
fill a
cussions. The working committee keep Louisana and has gone to Cuba to
aa superintendent
plenty of sewing on hand to occupy similar engagement,
ia very
those who attend. The circle is also of a refinery there. Mr. Bisbee
is assured
ready to take in outside sewing of all successful and his proficiency
to
kinds, the proceeds of which assist in by the positions of responsibility
which he is called.
paying church expenses.
Boaton packers have been in Bethel
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Dunham of Waterhis
ville have been visiting relatives in town to aaaist Mr. Eli Stearns in packing
apples for the Boston market He bad
for a few days.
Mrs. Jennie Washbnrn and two chil- three car loads to be shipped.
Friends are pleased to hear that Mr.
dren are spending a few days with her
H. C. Oodwin is much more comfortable.
mother, Mrs. L. F. Willis.
Thursday evening the Christian EnThe Junior Epworth League of the
in the
Methodist society met at their church deavor gave their annual banquet
dining hall. The tables were
Friday evening, Jan. 19, for a business churchwith
those who had come in exmeeting. The following officers were filled
pecting to find a good supper of roast
chosen :
chicken and its accompaniments and a
President—Lava Harden,
social time and they were not disappointlet Vlce-Pree.—Alihea Page.
2d Vlce-Pree.—Roy Young.
After doing full justice to the
ed.
3d Vlce-Pre*.—Clarence Hammond.
edibles Rev C. N. Oleason as toastSec.—Wirt McKenney.
master introduced Rev. Mr. Colson, Rev.
Treae.—Ellsworth Curtis.
who in
The reports of last year's work were very Mr. Schoonover, J. B. Barrows,
to the several toasts.
encouraging. There were 23 present. tum answered
furnished by
Refreshments were served and all spent Some pleasing music was
tho phonograph, the male quartette boa very pleasant and profitable evening.
to
fill
its
part on the proLewis Rowe of Trap Corner is conval- ing unable
escent and able to be around the house. gram. The evening was enjoyable and
its treasMrs. Ann Jackson, who has been ill the C. E. added over $32.00 to
ury.
for several weeks, is now gaining.
Mrs. S. L. Hawley and Mrs. Royal of
Β. M. Greeley of High Street started a
of Mr.
week ago Saturday for Cumberland Mechanic Fails have been guests
F. Kendall
where he will work with hie team the T. B. Kendall and Mr. W.
and family.
remainder of the winter.
Friday evening the first and second
William O. Bryant is doing well from
Falls came
his hospital operation for appendicitis basket ball teams of Mechanio
to play with the Bethel first and second
and hopes to be home soon.
both
Mr. Franklin Porter slipped on the ice teams. The home teams won
and badly injured his hip so he is con- games.
Rev. Mr. Schoonover will lecture next
fined to bis bed. It is hoped he may
Friday evening. His subject will be an
recover without serious results.
East and
There was a sociable at Odd Fellows1 account of his travels in the
many of the places will be made doubly
Hall last Friday evening.
durThe Universalist Good Will society interesting with photographs taken
meets Wednesday afternoon of this ing hie travels.
to
be
The annual fair
given by the
week with Mrs. J. Frank Reed. It is
students has been postnow the intention to change the day of Gould Academy
the
meetings to Wednesday, to poned one week.

regular

Surposes

apposed

ON

proving.
waa built by Thomaa Haley
Mrs. Lydia Whitten and Mrs. Tuoker building
bas been ocoupied by many promiMrs. Whitten has a new and
are doing well.
nent familiea since it was built.
nurse from the city while her former
takes

a

rest.

A monthly union meeting of the Baptist and Methodist churches has been arranged for the last Sabbath evening of
each month. The Ant one of the series
was held last evening at the Baptiet
church, Rev. A. W. Pottle of the Methodist church preaching the sermon.
Rev. C. P. Parsons, presiding elder,
has arranged to hold his last quarterly
conference for the conference year with
the Methodist church on Feb. 10 and 11.
With their church edifice and parsonage
repaired and improved the society is taking on strength and courage with increasing attendance and larger offerings. The
outlook for the future is hopeful.
Rev. W. D. Athearn and wife of the
Baptist church are abundant in labor on
their large field. Friday they spent the
day at East Sumner. Every Sabbath
afternoon Mr. Athearn preaches at West
Sumner, holding his service at Buckfield

Sabbath morning.

Cake and ice cream were served by tht
hostess. The next meeting will be Feb.
Sth.
Mrs. L. Ε Pulsifer, who has been
keeping bouse for her father, Mr. E. W.
Chandler, returned to her home is

Natick, Mass., Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chandler entertained a party at whist Wednesday even-

ing.

Mrs. Horatio Chandler, who has been
very sick with bilious colic, is recover-

ing.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mitchell ol
North Turner have come here to live.
Mrs. Mitchell is keeping house for E. W.
Chandler and Mr. Mitchell is at work
for him.
Mrs. Anna West still continues to improve and is now able to sit up nearly
all day.

The warm

wave

swept

lage Sunday and Monday.
to-day.

this vil·
Some coolei

over

The funeral of Mrs. Gertrude Fessen
den was the second very sad event to
occur in this village within a week.
There were many very beautiful floral
offerings that testify to the honor and
respect in which Mrs. Fessenden wae
held by her many friends and schoolmates, of this, her native town. She
leaves a husband, father, mother and
brother to mourn her loss. Funeral wm
held at the Congregational church, the
services being conducted by Rev. Mr.
Ho>t assisted by Rev. Mr. Tarr.
J. L. Frink is improving.
Business is very dull here.
Harrison Durgin is quite sick.
M re. R. Linscott has gone to Boston
for a visit to her daughter.

At tbe Congregational circle suppei
Greenwood.
to be held in town hall on Wednesday
History repeats itself; 60 years ago, evening, Jan. 31, Dr. Tarr will give a
more or lees, January thaws were the
short talk on "Old Ironsides."
rule rather than the exception; and 1
Feb. 4tb, will be observed by
Sunday,
1
ο
U!
η
à!
-.1
Ο
remember one winter when there was an iL.
IUO Λ" u οι wu^i v^nviuuai
wuuunj
over production of suow in December,
At the regular
as a special Rally Day.
but in January there came a long foggy
morning service at 10:45, the pastor,
spell, accompauied by more or less rain Rev. Dr. James J. 6. Tarr, will preach
which carried the snow all off, and open- an
appropriate sermon, "Gathering to
ed the ground so that one man broke up the standard." The school will meet at
In
a day or two for the next season.
12:00. There will be a programme of
the mean time father plowed his garden
music, a roll call, addresses and
special
to see how it would seem, so he said, to
recitations. Captains will be chosen for
of
that
kind
work
in
midwinbe doing
a contest between the "Reds" and tbe
ter. I was a schoolboy then and well
"Blues." We invite all former memremember how we used to sit on the
bers, and friends of this school to meet
fence during recess and the noon hour
with us. At 7:00 the pastor will preach
and talk over matters in general.
on "Tbe
Wronged Farmft-." Gospel
But that was not the end of the winter
singing. All will be welcome.
Λ.

w\suwrs

by a long stride; during the following
February and the first half of March

there came as much more snow, so that
it was a common remark that if the
snow bad all remained on the ground
that fell during the whole winter there
would be no such thing as getting anywhere.
In regard to the thaw just past it was
at least a great inconvenience, not to say
The sledding is now gone
a calamity.
and while some of the teams remain in
the barn others are employed in yarding
out timber; but no more hauling to market until there comes mure snow.
Before sunrise last Sunday morning
the thermometer stood at 42; at noon at
71; and at 3 o'clock p. m., at 74; and the

Hies

Oxford.

C. T. Ward well installed the officers of
Dwinal Post at Mechanio Falls.
Miss Phillips assisted by Miss Mullholland went to Hebron to install the
officers of Z. L. Packard Relief Corps.
A special examiner of pension department from Portland was in town Mon-

day.

Mrs. Geo. Hawkes is

lumbago.

quite ill

with

Mrs. Caroline Bumpus is not so well.
Mrs. Moses Haoscom has been quite

ill.

The youngest child of Edward Fuller
of East Oxford died of cerebro-spinal

meningitis, also

a

child of Charles Love-

blue-tail
buzzing about outon Fore Street died of the same
side the house, apparently happy to joy
disease.
think that warm weather had once more
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
arrived.
met on Thursday with Mrs. Emerson
As soon as the telephone wire wm put
Richmond. A special meeting of the
up here it began to bum, although it
society will be held with Mrs. John
was perfectly calm; and while I am writRobinson on Wednesday next.
ing this it is doing the same, and still
Married at Lewistoo, Jan. 18th, Horace
not a breath of air stirring, at least not
Rich of Oxford to Mrs. Rich of Lewisin this vicinity. And the question,
ton.
what produces the sound? is not a new
one by any means; who will give the
East Sumner.
correct solution?
The Congregational circle give an enSome two weeks ago Fred Verrill lost
at the vestry on
one of his children by diphtheria, and tertainment and supoer
1st.
now three more are down with the same Thursday evening, Feb.
were

Mr. Solon Putnam is working for Z.
W. Bartlett.
Mr. Will Iloit is driving team for Mr.
F. L. Edwards.
Mr. Carl Swan is working for Mr.
Norman Sanborn.
Mr. E. S. Bean has been at home from
Cupsuptic a few days.
Miss Rose Kimball is enjoying a vacation at her home here.
Mr. M. E. BarMett has purchased a
new horse to go with his highflyer and
now drives out with a npan.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Howe will entertain at new Grange Hall Thursday evening, Feb. 1st. A baked bean and pastry
supper will be served from six to eight
o'clock. Tickets 15 cents.
Now is the time when hens go sliding
down if they etep out doors, and others

Albany

Farnham's the first of the week, and
started from there for Kimball, Kan.,
Thursday morning. He is to visit hie
sister; is undecided how long be may
stay—may decide to make his home
with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Purrington
have invited the V. I. S. to meet at theii
home Tuesday evening, the 30:h, foi
their next whist party.
Our good sleighing is nil spoiled by the
rain and fog of the first of the week. It
too much ice for pleasure.
East Hebron.

Mrs. Caroline Kamsdell, wife of the
late Cyrus Ramsdell, passed away last
Friday morning. She lighted a candle
and went down cellar to get food to prepare for dinner. She soon found she
could not stand, and fell to the cellar
bottom, but with her usual courage
crawled to the stairs, lifting the side she
fell on and
up the stairs and got
into the fire-room, where her son found
her and had a doctor from Turner notified. He told them the hip bone was
broken in such shape it could not be set.
She lived until last Friday morning and
passed away with but a few moments'
She left two
notice to the family.
daughters, Addie, wife of Willis Thorn,
and Alma, wife of W. R. Packard, and
two sons, Frank, who lives a few rods
from bis old home, and Willie, who has
always lived with his parents on his
farm. The mother will be sadly missed
not only in the family, but by the neighbors, to whom she always lent a helping
hand in time of need.

dragged

at Wm. Gammon's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Evans from East
Stoneham visited at L. G. McKeen's Sun-

day.

Mrs. L. J. Gammon has been quite
sick but is'better at this writing.
Willard Barker and W. W. Durgln
traveling. The roads are very ioy.
reoentiy visited relatives in Bridgton.
Mr. and Mrs. Sara Carter are visiting
Liston McAllister, Wendell and Joe
friend· in Lancaster, Ν. H. Albert Far- Flanders from
Norway visited their
eell la doing the chore· while they are
L. G. and H. B.
last

tway.

oncles,

MoZeea,

SICKENING SHIVERING FITS
of Ague and Malaria, can be relieved

and cured with Electric Bitters. This
is a pure, tonic medicine; of especial
benefit in malaria, for it exerts a true
curative influence on the disease, driving it entirely out of the system. It is
much to be preferred to Quinine, having
E.
none of this drug's bad after-effects.
S. Munday, of Henrietta, Tex., writes:
"My brother was very low with malarial
fever and jaundice, till be took Electric
Bitters, which saved hia life." At F. A.

ShurtlefTs drug store; price
teed.

*
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Henry W. Dunn, part of home100
stead,
100
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co6200
balance of township,

>

Η

Contains

$ lis $ 1 25
115

1 33

7300

76 00

most

Tork,
Children's llome In
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
and regulate the Rowels and Destroy Worms
Tkeu never fail. Atal
Over 90,000 testimonials
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Aller
S. Olmsted, Le Roy. Ν. T.
Kaepa the Feet Warm and Dry.
for Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. Ii
cures Chilblains, Swollen, Sweating, Sore, Ach
lng, Damp feet. At all druggists and shoe stores
25 cents.

"C" for the purpose of
so called,
"Carry
Boad", so called, whlcn lies In said township,
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars and
seventy-five cents Is assessed as follows:
Letter

S

UTOMEI INHALER THAT IS GUARANTEEI
TO CUBÏ

CO.

CATARRH.

Thousands who have been cured bj

call the inhaler that comee wit!
every outfit "The little pocket physi
cian," as it is so small that it can bi
carried in the pocket or purse.
Prior to the discovery of Hyomei
statistics showed that at least 97 out ο
every 100 persons in this state were suf
fering from catarrh in some form. Th<
remarkable results following the use ο
Hyomei are shown by the smaller per
centage to-day of people suffering fron
catarrh.
There is really no excuse whateve:
for anyone having catarrh now that Hy
If yoi
omei is so readily obtainable.
have any doubts about its value, F. A
Shurtleff & Co. will let you have a com
plete outfit with the understanding tha
unless it cures catarrh, it will not cos
you a cent.
A complete Hyomei outfit consists ο
"the little pocket physician," a medicim
dropper, and a bottle of Hyomei, au(
costs but $1, while additional bottles oi
Hyomei can be procured for 50 cents
making it the most economical, as wel
as the most reliable treatment for thi
cure of catarrh.
Do not delay longer the use of Hyomei
if you have catarrh.
This is a purel]
local disease, and Hyomei goes right U
the spot where the catarrhal germs an

Hyomei,

destroys them,

eootaes

anc

heals all inflammation, and makes a per
manent and lasting cure.

M Insurance Company,
of

Brooklyn, Sew Tork.
AS9ETS DEC.

Real Estate
Loan·

31,1905.

$ 568,000 01
46,600 01

Mortgage

Collateral Loans,

Stocks and lionds
Cash In Office and

Agents' Balances,

01,425

Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Gross

«

6,β'ι7,798 (X
643,752 4!
917,666»

Bank,

13.8*6 8·.

Asset·,

$8,859,128 8!

LSCUUVsfc IKUJD UUt> OUUIItMAl·...

I
g

5

r

1

ι
ι

s

Water Power Co, of
Lewleton, dam, lot and build- win

Union

if.

LITTLE POCKET PHYSICIAN

present,

Arnnn AiAfi M

T.
(Joe, one-third, Davl<l Pin·
gree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. I'eabody. twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19500 19500

Admitted

f,

happened Monday

week, about three miles
morning of last on
the Westbrook

line,

oar

Providence, ■, I.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds

Bank,
Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Cash In Office and

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

Admitted Assets

"«.ΜΑ,Μββ,

in.,

department·.
good unbleached Cotton,

$
2,664,685 77
171,477 V)
272.668 48
20,662 30
$3,029,484 05
1,812 33

$3,027,β7ΐβ7,

each.
BATH TOWELS, 36x19 in., 10c. each.

TOWELS, heavy

BATH

bleached,

BARGAINS WORTH SEEKING

large,

and

36 in. Cotton, 6c.

12 l-2c. each.

BED

SPREADS,

soft and eaay to

wash,

59c.
BATH TOWELS, extra heavy and exBED SPREADS of a heavier quality in
tremely largo, 25c. each.
assorted patterns, 75c. and $1.00.
CRASHES of heavy cotton, imitation of
the
for
extra
SPREADS from $1.00 to $2.50.
an
PINE
good quality
linen,
FRINGED SPREADS

price, 5c.

CRASH of Pure Linen, 18 in., a

from

$1.00

to

$2.50.

bargain,

CURTAIN MUSLIN and
12 l-2c. and 15c.

10c.

CRASHES of checks, brown, bleached,

NET,

10c.,

wide, light, heavy, in fact DOTTED MUSLIN in good quality,
stock that we cannot describe
12 l-2c.
them, but there are some extra values NAINSOOK in atriped and checked,
between 6c. and 15c.
12 l-2c. and 15c.
TURKISH WASH CLOTHS, a most WHITE APRONS made full for the
desired article, only 5c.
waitress, 25c.
narrow,

such

a

TABLE DAMASK of a pretty pattern WHITE APRONS with bretelles, 25c.
of Union Linen and Cotton, bleached,
and 50c.
33c.

NEW WAISTS
TABLE DAMASK, unbleached, Pure
Linen and very desirable patterns, WAISTS of tlio lingerie effect, insertion
50c. and 50c.
and embroidered front, lace collar,
sleeve has cluster of fine tucks and
TABLE DAMASK of Pure Linen in

lace, $2.50.
duplicate will
ask, 50c., WAISTS, fine lingerie, lace yoke, insertion down front, sleeve is lace trim50c., 75c., 87 l-2c., $1.00, «1.25, $1.60.
med, $2.08.
NAPKINS
WAISTS in the cheaper grades direct
pretty patterns that

to

cost much more than we now

varied that

Here the variety is so

from the work rooms.

a

We have
description is impossible.
SPECIAL IN COLLARS
nothing but PURE Linen, and the most
desirable goods that money will pur- STOCKS of Ρ Κ and Swiss embroidery
in white and a fine lot embroidered iu
chase. Excellent values for $1.00, $1.25,
as
as
$4.00.
colors, 25c. styles, 12 l-2c.
high
$1.50, $1.75, running

A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY IS NOW PLACED

BEFORE YOU.

$410 7.'
hereby ordered that the tax assesed
be
against ihe Union Water Power Co ($108.50)
expended on the Black Brook Road In said town
North
Andover
of
Dunn
Surplui
Burt
and
ship,
Is appointed Agent to expend the same and li
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe et als, ($303.25) U
be expended on the Carry Boad In said town
■hip, and Albert A. Jenne of Boxburv 1· ap
pointed Agent, and Is required to give bond ai
the law requires.
It Is

"C" Surplus, for the purpoee of repalrlnt
so much of the County road leading fron
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
sum of flfty dollars Is assessed as follows
nine
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive oi
lots, and owned onc-thlrd by T. U. Coe ol
Am
angor, and two-thirds by David Pingree,
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Pea body
the sum of flfty dollars; and Bennett More*
of Upton is appointed Agent to expend tht
same and is required to give bond as the Ian

ON

6ubllc

directs.

Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpost
of repairing the only County road therein,
the sum of seventy-seven dollars and seventy

ON

Ave cents Is

anse seed as

»
α

S
Ο

CLEARANCE SALE
OF MEN'S

follows :

a

s,

ε
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§
2
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Leforest Connor, lot 3, R. 7, A
Ε. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,
Allison Brown. W. l-2of 4, R. 7,
100
Α Ν. Ε. 1-4 of 5. R. 7,
Μ. R. Chandler, S. Ε. 1-2 of 5,
R. 7,4 S. W. 15 of 5, R. 7, A
100
1-2 of β, R. 7,
lots 1 Λ 2 In R.
I Est. A. S. Bean,
5, and pitta of lots 3, 4, 5 AO,
R 5, 4 A 9, R. β, and 4, R. 8.
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, R. β, and lot 7
In R. 7, and part of β in R. 7, 725
I C. S. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
175
R 5,
EU Peabody nnd H. P. Wheel180
R.
A
3.
lots
8,
1,2
er,
Joslah Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
R. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. β, 200
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, R. 7,
D. A. Farwell. N. W. 1-41, R. G, 25
Frsnk Farwell Est., S. W. 1-41,
25
R. 6,
Sam l W. Potter, 8. E. 1-41, R. β, 25
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
β
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lota,
100
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mr*. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
B. 4,
Mrs. C F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
R.4.
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
5
D. O. Bennett, part meadow lot,
100
Roscoe F. Cross, lot 5, R. 6,

S

000

β (Κ

500

5 (Κ

3500

35 OC

400

4 0C

500

5 0C

175
200
50
50

17S
2 00
5U
50

50
50

50
50

100

100

150
400

1 50
4 00

100

100

50

50

I

2

I

RANDALL L. TAYLOR, 1 County Comr's
of the
EDWARD P. FAUNCK, !
DEAN A. BALLARD,
) County of Oxford.
A true copy—attest:—
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Organ for Sale.
Estey organ, oak finish, one extra
octave, large and handsome instrument, good as new.
HARRY DUDLEY,

Buckfield,

Me.

|

OVERCOATS.

=

SUITS

»

LIABILITIES DZ3.3I,1800.
$ 248,283 75
Net U: paid Losaea
NOTICE.
1,591,169 82
Unearned Premium*
In the District Court of the United State· for the
All other Liabilities,
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
600,000 ro
Cash Capital
080,21810 In the mtltiir of
»
)
Surplus over all Liabilities,
CHARLES Π. MORRISON, J In Bankruptcy.
Total Liabilities and Surplus,....,...$3,0J7,07107
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
To the creditor· of Charles 11. Morrison la tbe
jured that they died a few hours later.
South Paris, Me. I County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Both were passengers on the Inbound
Notice la hereby given that on the 18th day of
Jan, A. D. 190$, the aald Charles H. Morrison
oar.
Perley Crookett, formerly of NorNOTICE.
was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and thai the
way, motorman on the same car, had
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I first meeting of his creditors will be hold at the
his leg broken, and was on the danger- has
Court
House In South Paria, on the Slat
of
last
I
executor
the
been duly appointed
1
ous list for two or three days, bnt will wUl andiestament of
day of January, A. D. 190$, at 10 o'clock
at which Unie the said
In tbe forenoon,
late
of
PETER
M.
Paris,
HOLDEN,
more
'wire
others
or
Λ dosen
recover.
la the County of Oxford, deoeased, and given creditors may attend, prove their claims,
injured, none of them dangerously.
buknpt,
bonds aa the law directe. AU persons having appoint a trustee, examine the
demands against the estate of said deceased and transact such other bastneee aa any
aald meeting.
are desired to present the sam« ter settlement, properly oome before
oaa
troubles
Fatal kidney and bladder
aad all Indebted thereto are requested to make
always be prevented by tbe use of To- Da ν ment immediately.
11ifiiii ilÎMwHiy,
S
JAMAS S. WEIGHT.
V.A.Sbortlefi*Oo.

ley*iKldaeyOnre.

< lie many

of
7 l-2c. 1 SHEETS
55c. each.

3<>2 2i

ON

from the city

26x13

each.

Township
ON
repairing tho Black Brook road,
lying In saM townohlp, and also the

to-day

Λ

choice

kind.

ON

It

SHURTLEFF

Extend· throughout the «tore, notice

values of the

1 SHEETS of floe bleached Cotton, 62 l-2c.
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North SurUnion Linen Huck, 30x18 in.,
ex- TOWELS,
plus Is appointed Agent to superintend the
each.
Is I
12 l-2c. each.
penditure of the same according to law and
1
1 SHEETS of fine Cotton, extra length,
required to give bond as the law directs.
l-2c.
12
TOWELS of Linen Dainask,
82 l-2c. each.
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
each.
repairing so much of the County way leadwithin
lies
as
PILLOW SLIPS, bleached, of good Cot
ing from Andover Corner to Upton
sail Surplus, and also so much of the Black TOWELS of Pure Linen, heavy and
ton, 25o., 30c. and 50c. pair.
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surhemstitched, 30x20 in., 23c. each.
eleven dollar·
plus, the sum of four hundred and
CLOTH in all the qualities
X)TTON
:
as
follows
le
assessed
cents
and fifty-eight
BATH TOWELS of good size, 7 l-2c.
50c, guaranGood unand width· and grade·.

Mothtr Grab's Swset Powders for Children,
Mother Ο ray, nurse In th<
Successfully uee'l byNew
Cure Feverish

BY F. A.

some

staple

TOWELS, Cotton Huck,

•77 80

A Belfast young man was in Boston a
°
2
M
8
^
^
*
if
J?
few days ago and visited a clairvoyant.
>
Η
Ά
Η
Ο
In relating some of the family history
Morton
L.
R.
Chas. Chase,
500 $1200 $27 60
the clairvoyant said that the young
homestead,
6 90
300
man's father was a "hard working man, Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
6 90
300
200
If. A.
homestead,
shoveling coal and making fires." Thin CbtR. LoveJo7,
Chase, standing timber
4 00
200
information saddened the young man,
on same,
been dead several Henry W. Dunn, old S. Lamed
as his father has
4 60
200
100
homestead,
16 10
700
200
years.
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
4 60
200
Andrew Abbott, lots No. SUMS, 160
2 76
120
96
SPOILED
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett an I
Harriet Howard of W. 34th St., Now
5 18
223
180
lots
Henrv Abbott,
No.31432,
4 60
200
160
Tork, at one time had her beauty spoil- Ueorge K. Smith, timber lot,
Small
farm
John
"I
I.
Ε.
writes:
Brown,
ed with skin trouble. She
8 62
300
375
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
for
or
Eczema
had Salt Rheum
yearn, International Paper Co., E.
1150
500
but nothing would cure it, until I used
Plummer lots 43. 44, 45 & 46, 400
Co., lots
A
Arnica
Salve."
Bucklen's
quick and lnternatlonnl Paper
Marston
40,41,42,47,48, and
sure healer for cuts, burns and sores.
23 00
1000
800
lot,
25c at F. A. Shflrtleff's drug store.
International Paper Co.. remainder of township except
9<J00 12375 284 62
An agent of the good society with the
public lots,
long name has been looking for neglect$41138
ed sheep on the islands off the Maine
A nd It Is hereby orlered that the tax assessed
this
of
to
finds
little
but
coast,
complain
against Chas. Chase, Preston P. Austin, P. A.
winter.
Lovcjoy, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott,
C. A. Burgess. Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
GREATLY IN DEMAND.
Henry Abbott, Ueorge E. Smith, and Ε. I. Brown,
together with $269.12 of the taxes of the InternaNothing is more in demand than a tional Paper Company, amounting in all to
leading
medicine which meets modern require- $361.58, be expended upon the road Fuller
of
to Upton, and Lincoln
ments for a blood and system cleanser, from Andover
Is appointed Agent to expend the same,
Upton
such as Dr. King's New Life Pills, and is required to give bond as the law directs.
the balance of said tax assessed against the
They are just what you need to curc And
Paper Company, amounting to
stomach and liver troubles. Try them. International
$50.00, be expended upon the Black Brook road,
At F. A. ShurtlefTs drug atore, 25c., and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus Is
same, and Is
appointed agent to expend the directs.
guaranteed.
required to give bond as the law

Ask

THE GREAT WHITE SALE

OUR LINEN DEPARTMENT

ti
a

Ξ

ο

κ

α

ο

ripe.

50
50
Aeeete,
$8,859,128 8!
50
50
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,190B.
2 00
200
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 398,767 9
Unearned Premium·,
6,348.744%
♦77 75
All other Liabilities
11,107 1»
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
Cash Capital,
1,000.000 (K
the
to
Grant
is
superintend
Agent
appointed
2,100,509 51
Surplus over all Liabilities
j expenditure of the same and is required to give
bond as the law directs.
81
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$8,859,128
Maine News Notes.
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repairSouth Paris, Maine.
ing the road in said Plantation running up
to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
the sum of one hundred and four dollars and
Patrick Stewart, 32 years old, was inseventy-nine cents Is assessed as follows :
stantly killed by a falling tree while at
work in the Rapid River region in Frankδ
ε
lin County.
·
t
Poughkeepsle, M«w York.
<
§
ο
£
ASSETS DEC. 31,1905.
Edward F. Cole of Portland was on
*
s
>
78
Estate
β
»
Real
Η
$ 24,053
ο
Saturday found goilty of the murder of Mortgage Loans
16,400 00 Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma
John F. Steeves in Falmouth. This wae Collateral Loans,
2,500 00
1000
7
$2000 $ 00
son lots β. 7, 8 A 9, It. 1,
676,745 00 Same owners, balance of towntbe second trial, the jury having dis- Stocks and Bonds
52
Office and Bank
In
Cash
146,354
Androthe
Into
ship draining
agreed on the first. It is thought Cole's A genu* Balances,
47,2'.'3 07
scoggin river north of Berlin
counsel will appeal the case.
Bills Receivable
25Ϊ0
5000
17 50
Falls. Ν. Η
Interest and Beats
2,92169 True Bate·. 12 lot 9. R. 13,
100
100
35
of
state
assessors
shows
the
The report
All other Assets,
Demerltt A Hall, for Ingalls
the total valuation of tbe state April 1st
400
BOO
210
homestead,
Gross Asset
$ 916 268 06 Est. of Alonzo Flfleld, homes'd, 800 looo
8 50
last, to be 1329,426,204.00, an increase of Deduct
Items not admitted,
2,965 54 J ATwaddell,
850
200
123
i5,730,810.00 over the valuation of 1004.
1000
8 50
Stlllman N. Llttlehalc. homes'd, M0
Admitted Assets
The increase of real estate valuation is
$ 913,282 52 Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot2, R.8, 50
26
75
60
200
70
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1905.
G. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
$4,847,394.00 and of personal estate
200
200
70
R.
15,
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 48,418 66 Wm.C. Chapman, lot 1,
1883,416.00.
200
200
70
lot
R.
Seth
9.
8.
Walker,
09
Unearned Premiums
485,491
R.
lot
Brothers,
2,
15,
It is rather a remarkable fact that Allother Liabilities,
8,728 47 Hasting*
375
96
200
anl 1-3 lot 9, R. 13,
200,000 00
since the organisation of Kineo Na- Cash Capital,
bal. of
over all Liabilities,..,
175,644 30 International Paper Co.,
Surplus
tional Bank in Dover, nearly 18 years
township except public lota, 18945 18945 66 80
$ 913,282 52
ago, there have been but two changes in Total Liabilities and Surplus
$104 79
WM. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
the board of directors, one made by the
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
South
Malfte.
Paris,
death of John H. Eveleth and the other
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expenditure of said tax and Is required to give bond aa
by tbe retirement of Henry Hudson.
PROVIDENCE
the law directs.
And it is hereby ordered that said assessment
The worst aocident in tbe history of
be published aa toe law requires.
the Portland Railroad

when an outtound car and an inbound
met in collision. The outbound car
had encountered a broken trolley wire,
occaafford
Circle and grange dinners
and in order to get around the break bad
disease. The whooping congh is also in
town, Royal Martin's youngest child sions for a social time and plenty of good made a loop on traoks over which it did
low
rates.
feed
at
It reaohed the
not ordinarily ran.
being the fint one to have an attack of it
Sunday, Jan. 21, the mercury register- point where it should cross the inbound
Thanks to D. R. Cole for a book enAs
A.
Ward
in
the
shade.
ed
62
degrees
minutes
several
car
late, and the other
titled The Story of Our President·, and
How They Reached the White House. would express it—it is a "peooolur" oar not being there, it was supposed that
it bad gone by while the outbound car
The book ia written for the young folks, winter.
On the 24th inst. carriages were out was making the loop. The Inbound car,
but contains much information for chilagain on wheels.
dren of a larger growth.
however, had been delayed by the break
A few pedestrians were out In in- in tbe wire, and a little farther on the
GileadT
oumbent position and "Gosh darn it!" two oars met. In the dense fog tbe
Mr. E. P. Burback of Gorham, Ν. H., was a frequent exclamation heard on motormen did not' see eaoh other nntil it
was too late.to stop, and the cars crashwas the gueat of hi· sister and family, the streets.
ed together. Winneld 8. Leighton, aged
Mrs. D. C. Lary, recently.
North Stbueham.
Misa Dorothy Forbe·, eldest daughter
16, of Westbrook, and Perley C. Roberts,
of Rev. W. H. Forbea, arrived at her
Villa Gammon and Fred Mason were aged 26, also of Westbrook, were so in-

home Wednesday from Marion, Macs.
The funeral service· of Mr. Edson
Lary were conducted Tueaday at one
o'clook by Rev. Meaara. Farrar and
Forbea.
Quito a change in the weather since
laat writing. It ia rather dangerous

For weeks we have been preparing for THE GREAT WHITE
SALE. Every little detail has had
Collections of
day our close attention.
best values in the many White
repairing
Departments are placed on sale at
prices which yourjudgment will apThe buying chances are
prove.
—

HER-BEAUTY.

Eaat Bethel.

Tyler

Brownfield.

White Sale!

The pole· are set for electric
Guaranteed ing on said Inspection that
▲ hard job to sink the pole· in the eaaea. One dose relieve·.
In good repair ana not safe and convenient for
streets, the earth being frozen from 2 to at 60c and 91.00 by F. A. Shurtleff drugof public travel and that a tax should
free.
β assessed on said lands for the repair of said
gist. Trial bottle
8 feet.
roads
therein; they do therefore on the tttb
Miss Mol lie Cole is not enjoying very
that
What would you aay to a chew of gum of December, A. D. 1905, adjudge and order
are
good health.
the
following sums be assessed and the same
a Bath man
what
is
That
old?
100
■ un1
yeara
lands
Carlton Gardner suffers greatly with
hereby assessed upon the following
this week in repairing a house incorporated
and tracts of land hereenjoyed
townships
his month and jaw.
In cutting through the inafter mentioned, for the purpoM of
on ftont Street.
Mra. Xlien Thomes, who has been
to the roads passing through them during the year
he noticed what
north
side,
has
8he
to
quite ill, is reported improving.
from a knot 1906, will
be
running
spruce
gum
a nurse from Le wiston.
Andover West Surplus, for the purpoM of
in the corner post of the building. He
health.
in
is
Thome·
Mrs. R. C.
road leadpoor
repairing that part of the County which
tried a little of it and was surprised to
lies
Andover Corner to Upton
from
Her sister·, Mrs. Gregg of Andover, and
find that it was gum and chewed as fresh ing
In said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven dollars
Mr·. Geer of Norway, are with her.
a live tree. and fifty cents Is assessed as follows :
from
been
taken
it
had
as
if
Mra. Warren Bnmpu·, Mr·. Walter
The post had not been uncovered since
Turner and Mrs. John Gerrish are imthe building was erected in 1811. The

be held once in two weeks.
Hebron.
Rehearsals for the minstrel concert
The whole community as well as the
are now in progress with the promise
that it will be one of the best entertain- students was saddened by the death of
John Sutton of Lawrence, Mass., on
ments of the kind ever held here.
Saturday last. Prof. Teague accompaWest Sumner.
nied tbe remains to Lawrence Sunday.
Monday evening, the 150th anniversary
Some of our hunters for small game
A few of tbe birth of Dea. Wm. Barrows was
have had exceedingly good luck
days ago C. M. Thomas, A. G. Farrar, celebrated by an entertainment, consisttbe
C. L. Dunham aud L. G. Farrar brought ing of singing the Battle Hymn of
Republic, introductory remarks by Dr.
in twenty-four rabbits.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bonney have re- Crane concerning the founders of the
turned from Peru where they have been academy, and an address by Mr. Moulton
to visit Mrs. Bonney's sister, Mrs. Arno of Portland. We have no report bo cannot give programme in full.
Austin.
Wednesday there was an all day meet- also.
At a meeting held by Barrows Corps
of West Sumner the 20th inst. the Post ing of Hebron Grange with dinner.
was invited to be present, and several Visitors from Mountain Grange, North
Byron.
Grange and
mem here availed themselves of the op- Bucktieid, East Hebron
North Star Grange held a public inwere Lake View Grange of Auburn were enofficers
The
following
portunity.
stallation Monday evening, Jan. 22d.
installed by installing officer, Anna J. tertained. A very interesting time re- State
Deputy O. F. Jones of Franklin
ported.
Coles:
Grange, Wilton, installed the officers in
Miss
This
Whitman,
Thursday evening
Pre·.—Rosetta Ryereon.
a very impressive manner, assisted by
Miss Hodedon and Miss Morgan will go
8. V. P.—Helen I handler.
W. A. Arris and Miss Etta L. Shaw.
J. V. P.—Clara G. Clark.
to South Paris where Miss Hodsdon is to
After the Installation, the crowd estiSec.—Eflle Bonney.
at a church entertainment.
read
Thomas.
Treae.—Jennie
mated from one hundred to one hundred
Last week's item should read Mrs.
Chap.—Anna J. Coles.
and fifty, partook of a bountiful supper
Pat. Inst.—Eflle Bonney.
Cantello is now better instead of no betwoe fnllnvo/l
Kv a flhnrf. litararv
Pre** Cor.—Eleanor Small.
ter. We are glad to say she is still gain·
Conductor— Ε «le Barrows.
with speeches by visiting
programme,
Guard—Vesta Bowker.
ing.
Patrons.
Λ est. Con.—Arablne Abbott.
Mrs. Jotham Sbaw is improving in
Ami. Guard—Theresa Brown.
North Paris.
Color Rearers—Cora TlbbeUs, Ella Bonney.
health.
Mrs. F. C. Lowe informs me that hei
Hattle Abbott, Lillian Crockett.
A. S. Young is going to cut his ice
Mualcan—Helen Robertson.
sister, Mrs. Bernie Field, slipped and fell
this week.
At the close of the Corps meeting cake on the ice near her home, and eithei
James Taylor is at Macy at work on
and coffee were served and a social hour broke or dislocated her wrist.
the South Bog Railroad.
There was a good atwas enjoyed.
Iver Lowe and wife have been visiting
Sarah Taylor is at work for J. E.
tendance in spite of the snow storm his parents, F. C. Lowe and wife.
Sbaw.
which prevailed. Some of the ladien
Our snow has left us. The roads are
Bert Brown and family from Weld
drove their own teams and we are proud in such condition that all teaming has
have been visiting at A. S. Young's.
women an been
to have such persevering
suspend^ for the present.
S. Taylor's dog was run over by ac
members of our Corps.
The parties who picked up a horse
and was bo badly
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith of Rum- blanket made of heavy duck and lined engine Monday night,
that it was found necessary to
ford Falls have been here recently visit- with a striped one will oblige A. D. injured
shoot him.
ing Mrs. Smith's aunt, Mrs. Geo. Clark. Andrews by leaving it with him and will
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Doble of South doubtless receive a suitable reward. Said
Locke's Mills'
Paris, who have been spending a few blanket was lost between West Paris and
little daughter, ElizaSwift's
Walter
days with Mrs. Doble's parents, Mr. and Tuclltown lower corner.
beth, about seven years old, fell on the
Mrs. E. G. Doble, liave returned to theii
Prayer meeting at W. W. Dunham's or frozen ground Thursday and dislocated
home.
the evening of the 23d.
her elbow.
The Snowbound Reading Club held ac
R. B. Nevers is some better, is so as tc
The Ladiee' Union Circle met witb
Mrs.
at
the
home
of
attend to his chores again.
enjoyable meeting
Mrs. Frank E. Purrington Thursday
M. P. Heald Thursday and the following
Wintleld Estes is working for the Parit
afternoon. The next meeting will be
programme was carried out:
Manufacturing Co. at Greenwood ir with Mrs. Oscar Brown.
from
the
woods.
Shakespeare.
(Quotations
was at W. H.
T. Cole of
.......Mrs. K. G. Doble
Cu rent Evente
Kra>llni(8 from Hawthorne.
Mr*. R. H. Ryereon
Conundrums,
Mrs. H. 8. Robertsoc
Piano nolo,

uiwhvw»

OREAT

THE

■TATS OF Minn.

▲ GRIM TRAGEDY

daily enacted, In thouaui<|a of bomea, Coarttf CÎo"ty CommlMloeer·, DeoembCT ·*·
elan, A. D. 1906, held « Pel·. wllMjJiadfo*
aa Death claim·, in each one, another
the Mid Coootr of Oxford, on the UrtTue^Ur
victim of Conaumption or Pneumonia.
of December, A. D. 1MB, being the Mth day of
Eat when Congha and Colda are prop•aid month.
erly treated, the tragedy is averted. F.
County Commissioners for the County
G. Huntley, of Oaklandon, Ind., write·: j THE
of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
and
m
the
had
1900,
wife
provided by law, made actual inspection
conanmption,
"My
three doctora gave her np. Finally ahe ;
took Dr. King'· New Diaoovery for Con- tracts οι uuiii ihuwumwi
for the purpose of tMert>lalng the con·
anmptlon, Cougha and Colda, wbloh County,
of said roads and estimating the amount
cored her, and to-day ahe ia well and dltlon
needed to pnt the same In repair so a· to be Mfe
and It appearlights. atrong." It killa the germa of all die· and convenient for publlo travel;
said roads were not
ai

Our stock taking, just completed, brings to light
nil the small lots and broken sizes.
They're to be
sold at once. They are marked at prices to move
them quick.
Black worsted frock coats, from suits that sold
from $io to $16, extra wearing qualities, your
choice for $2.

Several lots of $10 suits in quite a variety of pat·
terns, all sizes at present, for $7 50 per suit.
Men's double breasted suits in neat plaid eHects,
all sizes 34 to 44, sold for $12, now $10.
All of our $12 single breasted suits in gray,
brown and other desirable mixtures are now $10.
A large assortment of $15 suits are in this mark
Most of them made by Hart, Schaffner &
down.
All $15 suits
Marx. Light and dark patterns.
are now

All of

$12.

our

winter overcoats

marked down.

are

Fur Coats at Cost.

Boys'

qualities,

Russian vests, 75c. and $1

been marked down to 25c.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

NORWAY,

for

Special

have

MAINE.

a

Few Days

COTTON BLANKETS

55c., 87c., 95c.,

$1.25, $1.50.

Good Values in Blankets.
Out Prices in
HORSE BLANKETS.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
South

Paris,

Maine.

A second large shipment of BELLS has just
come in for this winter's trade so I shall be
able to fill more orders for the big team bells
and the medium priced shaft bells that I have
been sold out of for a week or two.
The high

quality and low price of my bells is why

I have such

JAMES N.

a

big sale every

mFAVOR,

season.

Bather
leeat.

graocrat

The Oxford

more

like winter, overhead et

Richardson is in Boston end
vicinity this week on business.
Mrs. Williem Nowell of Fairfleld Is visJ. P.

SOÛTHPAKIS.
UBAXD TKC9K BAILWAT.

iting

Commencing October 1, 1ΛΛ,

niece,'

her

Mrs. J. P. Richardson.

Paris School Ftaaocea.

To the Citizeη» of the Tow» of Pariβ :
Assuming that all fair-minded cltiaens
should await the annual report of the
town officers before making charge· of
m is manage oient,
communication
tliii
would be uncalled for. The excuse for
ita appearance arises from the fact that
some have circulated chargea against the
school officers of the town of Paris that
ure misleading and condemn without

Mies Ethel Wing of Waterville has
I been a guest at Theron Hathaway's
Going down (cut)—6 36 A. H.. dallv ; 9 M a.
for a few days.
tally except >un lav ; 4.33 P. M., dally.
liolngup i.we<»t)—»:» A.M.. dally; lit p. M., I
Amos A. Bird has bought the honse evidence.
8:47
P.
;
dally.
.tally except Sun.lay
formerly occupied by Elmer B. Austin
Naturally citizens ask, and they have
south pakis post orvice.
on Porter Street.
a perfect right to know, "Why, with a
Office Hour· : 7:30 a. «. to 7:30 p. M.
J. F. McArdle, after a hearing Monday larger appropriation, do we have less
onmon·.
is
was taken to the insane hos- weeks of high school?" The answer
morning,
Rev.
▲.
K.
BaM
Kirst Congregational Church,
this: In order to retain the present very
pital at Augusta.
w!m Pastor. Preaching services, 10.45 a. M and
ffflcient teachers the school officers
T. P. 8. C. B.
im p. m. ; Suwlay School 13
L. B. Swan and Alpheus D. Andrews found it
absolutely necessary to increase
prayer meeting on Tuesday
it t; oo ρ m Church
were
drawn
traverse
for
0
not
o'c'oek.
otherwise
at
AU,
con
jurors
Saturday
the salary of the principal and one of
••venlDic
Invited.
the March term of court.
1,·. ι#ι. are cordially
the
assistants, and the amount now paid
Methodist Church, Rev II. A. Clifford. Paato-.
W. L. Merrill of Norway is singing them is considerably less than is paid by
■iun.lay, morning prayer meeting 9:30 a. M :
» a. M. ; Sabbath School
υ reaching >ervlce 10
second teuor in the male quartette choir several other Oxford County towns for
1_> μ.; Κρ worth League Meeting β 13 p. Η : at the
tho same grade of work, notably in one
7 Λ0 P. *.; prayer meet
Congregational church.
v. c'.' it prayer meeting
town where, with less than one-half our
tu. Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday
The festival chorus rehearsal which number of scholars, the
èvcnlif·
principal reRev. J. Wallace Cheabro, would have been held this Monday evenBaptist Church.
ceives $450.00 per year more than we are
on Sunday, preaching service 10 46 A.
ι·,.[,,r
with
Mrs.
will
omitted.
be
now paying.
Briggs
Further than this, a notice
Ρ S. C. Ε., β* p. ing
V >abb»th School 127 p. Y.
M. ; Tue»lay evening
Praver meeting
H
Miss Isabel C. Morton was visited over from the State Superintendent warning
All are |
Seats
free.
-crvlce at 7.30.
prayer
requiring the
Suuday by her roommate at Hebron us to comply with the law studies
welcome.
to be
of high school
I'nlverxtllst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor Academy, Mise Helen Morrell of Gardi- teaching
preaching -en.·Ice every Sunday at 10:45 a. ■. ner.
paid for from high school appropriations,
Evening service, 7|
Sudsy school at H M.
compelled the School Board to expend a
P.M.
The full acreage of sweet corn wanted part of the
high school money at Paris
STATKL» MEETINGS.
for the Burnham & Morrill factory this Hill and West Paris, in both of which
Regular season has been secured, and the books places the first two years of the high
F. A A. M.—Parle Lodge, No. 94.
school course is taught.
T.eetlng Tuesday evening on or before full moon. are closed.
1. ii. O. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetIt is further charged that the school
The Old Maids' Club will entertain at
Ings, Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
kocampmeat, tlrst and third Monday evening· the Baptist church Wednesday evening management has overdrawn the common
of each month.
Df this week, with a supper and entertain- school appropriation, and this charge
I> of R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, So.
too is easily explained.
Owing to the
30, meets second and fourth Friday· of each ment.
Supper at 6:45. Prices as usual.
very small amount appropriated by the
•uontn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
Miss Catherine G. Briggs was at home town for common schools, the school
A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, So. 148. meets
ilr-t and thirl Saturday evening· of each from Lew is to η over Sunday, accompanied board found itself confronted
by two
SQi'nth. In G. A. R. Hall.
flrst by Miss Willard, oue of the instructors problems; either to overdraw enough to
v\ n. K. Kimball Relief Corps meeld
in Bliss Busiuess College, which Miss complete the twenty weeks of school rean t «bird Saturday evenings of each month, la
lit lei Corps Hill.
Briggs is attending.
quired by law, (amounting in fact to
P. of M.—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
m.-ets dr*t and third Saturday; during the
who has been 1231.94) or to sacrifice the state approCharles E.
Merrill,
lr
ren .Under of the year, meets every Saturday,
priation for the coming year, amounting
teaching school in South Woodstock, is to
Grunge Hall.
about *2,300.00. They chose the lew17. O. U. C.—Second and fourth Monday· of it home, his school having closed last
er
evil. They did what they believed
e ich month.
three weeks before the time
rhursday,
\. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
to be for the town's best interest and
on account of diphtheria.
intended,
ts -econd and fourth Wednesday evening»·
ai
made the overdraw, but, at the same*
ot < at h month.
Remember the apron and candy sale at time they held back in other appropria- {
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So, 31, meets every
the M. E. church Wednesday afternoon tiona unexpended balances enough to ;
fr r ay evening at Pythian Hall.
it 2 o'clock, Jan. 31, followed by a sup
offset thia overdraw. They will also
j
week
last
Miss Lisbeth Murphy spent
per and a first class entertainment in the turn over to the town at least $350 w rth
in
Portland.
ami
relatives
friends
visiting
evening. Supper and entertainment 15 of fuel ready for use, purchased at lower
prices than can now be obtained.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bean of North :ents. Entertainment 10 cents.
It should be understood also that all1
Bethel spent Sunday with her parents,
Fifty dollars' worth of new books these
expenditures have been made upon
Mr and Mrs. Chas. Kawson.
have been added to the Methodist Sunorders drawn by the selectmen and paid ;
Mr. and Mrs. EbenS. Kilborn of Bethel lay School library recently, and some
town treasurer, and not independthe
by
Kilborn linety volumes have been taken out of
were in town Tuesday, Mrs.
I
the school officers alone.
by
ently
to
the
will
sent
be
and
;he
library
corning to attend the funeral of her relaBelow 1 append a brief statement of ■
Buckfield.
I'aris
and
at
North
ibraries
tive, C. N. Porter.
the school finances as I have taken them ;
Abou Ben Adhem Lodge of Auburn from the books and vouchers of the suwas somewhat
Clark
Miss
Ruby
scratched and bruised by the tipping tud West Paris Lodge of West Paris perintendent of schools and compared
lave been invited to meet with Mt. Mica them with those of the town treasurer.»
over of a sleigh in which she was riding
Lodge, I. O. O. F., at its regular meet- Vouchers for these expenditures are all
Wednesday afternoou.
ng next Thursday evening, and a good on file.
Dr. Fred M. Wilson of Bridgeport, lumber of visitors are expected. SupIn the outstanding bills I have reckon- !
Conn., was here a few days last week to per will be served in New Hall.
ed and included a sufficient amount to
visit his brother, lion. Geo. A. Wilson,
the balanee that will be due the
Oxford Club,
The
consisting of pay
who is confined to the house by illness.
assistant teachers and janitor
Methodist pastors and wives from South
of high
The "ceutral'' of the Citizens' Tele- I'aris, Norway, Oxford, Mechanic Falls, at the completion of the term
phone Co. is to be moved from the drug [iucktield, West Paris and Bethel, meets school now in eession.
store of J. H. Brooks to the home of
for Insurance, apparao-ilay (Monday) in the Methodist vestry, ApproprlaUon
βίΟπ····
|Λ
George F. Eastman in the house of Mrs. rhere will be a programme of essays Lc»etU8|
overdraw for previous year,
t
Alice P. Thayer.
uid discussions after dinner is served.
Amount
avallab'e
·
The meeting of the Seneca Club will
moved
Dr. C. L. Buck and family have
Λ mount expended,
j
be this Monday evening at the home of rrom H. W. Dennisou's house on Park
26 88
·
Balance unexpended
Mrs. Agnes Penfold. The programme >treet into the house of Mrs. Nancy
a paper on
as laid out for the evening is
·
Whitman on the same street, and Mr. Appropriation for repaire
1
General Bal ling too Booth by Miss Iva Dennison and family, who have been liv- Balance from previous year,....
McArdle: current events; Lord ShaftesW.
B.
Dennison's
Mrs.
father,
with
available
·
Amount
ug
*{i "
i?
bury, Eva Walker.
Stuart, will move back into their house. Amount expended,
has
beeu
who
13 59
Mrs. C. G. Andrews,
·
Balance unexpended
ν-~'
α«3ΐο WUI w Λ
Ύ''.
V ο" Saturwith her son, Dr. E. C. Andrews, at
M0 00
text
for
books
·
Apuroprtatlon
*
North Anson, since the death of his I
membera are Balance from previous year,
wife, was at home a few days last week, •fuueeted to be present, and respond to Sale of old book,
stopping here on her way back from |,
*
Amount available,
Ï5 w
Lovell, where she hat! been to attend the
Amount expended,....
funeral of her sister.
*►
af«rth.buSi»».
TRAHIS

UtAV*

SOUTH PAJUS

■

j

principal,

...·.····■·· ..······ *****

The Negro, John As h ton, arrested in
In connection with the
post office break and shooting of Jamc
Wagons oued on the street this week. Brown /it Red Beach, Calais, haa been
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. HUls gave a most positively identified as Minot St. Clair
pleasant dinner party to a few friend* Francis, who escaped Sept 17th last

NOBWAY.

St. John, Ν. B.,

Thursday evening. Among those present were Dr. and Mrs. Harry Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred H. Camming· and Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith. Whlat was
enjoyed in the evening.
Ladies' Night at Oxford T.odge, No.
18, F. and A. M.-, will be held Thursday
evening, Feb. 1, '06. Invitations arc
extended by card to all members and
resident Masons.
The union meetings held at the Universal ist church closed on Wednesday
evening. They have been largely attended by all denominations. Rev. B. S.
Hideout of the Congregational church,
Rev. E. S. Cotton of the Baptist church,
Rev. D. A. Ttitile of the Bolster's Mills
M. E. church, have assisted the pastor,
Rev. 8. Θ. Davis, of the Norway Universalist church, Rev. J. H. Little-of
the South Paris Universalist church and
Rev. H. H. Hoyt of the Hiram Universalist church. Mr. Hoyt was accompanied by Mr. Waltz of Boston, singer.
Rev. C. A. Brooks of the Norway M. E.
church did not take part because he is
in the midst of a series of very earnest
meetings at his own church.
The little three-year-old Knightly lad,
who was recently taken to the Central
Maine Hoapital, has had his leg amputated just above thé knee on account of
tuberculosis of the knee joint. He Ik
doing well.
Hon. W. L. Scribner of the board of I
prison inspectors passed the week with
his sister, Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury.
Hon. A. S. Kimball, who has been
confined to his room for some days, is
faHt improving.
The collision on the electric line in I
Portland Monday injured two Norway |
people, Perley Crockett and Lulu Merrill. Mr. Crockett was at one time em-|
ployed on the Norway and Paris cars.
Hiss Merrill, employed at the Norway I

|

|

boarding house,

was

in the oity

on a

She returned on the evening train [
Monday to her Norway home. Mr.
Drockett is at the hospital.
William I. Perry, substitute for Fred
Perry on R. F. D. No. 2. had a most
ihrilling and unpleasant experience Saturday while descending Pike Hill road,
Bridge Street, into the village. Oue of
ihe shafts to bis sleigh broke and tho
torse ran down the hill at great speed.
VIr. Perry did the best he could to stop
he horse, but did not succeed until he
anded in front of H. J. Bangs' store oil
Main Street.
A twenty-five horse power electric I
notor has been placed in the Novelty
rurning Company's Mill at the Falls.
Power is taken from the electric plant.
The annual election of officers of the I
Norway Water Company held at the Na:ional Bank resulted as followe:
rieit.

President—S. D. Andrew».
Vice-President—^C. N. Tubbs.
Secretary—H. D. Smith.
Treasurer—W. W. Whttmarsh
Director·—C. L. Hathaway. F.Q. Klltott, A.
) Kimball, A. L. F Pike and F. A. Dan forth.

Professional Whist Club

by Mr. and
Friday evening.
ained

was

the

state

Bridgewater,

at

farm

The white man arrested at the
name time was at first thought to be another man wanted in Massachusetts, but |
Mass.

proves not to be.

HIGH-|

▲ JAMAICAN LADY SPEAKS
LY OP CHAMBBRLAIN'8 COUGH

REMEDY.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the super-

intendent of Cart Service at

Kingston,

Jamaica, West Indies Islands, says that
she has for some years used Chamber-

|

AU*

way.

Elias Dobson of Mars Hill Is in the

hospital at Bangor with a fractured j
skull, said to be the result of a blow
struck by Charles Perkins, a companion,
during a quarrel between the two men. |
Perkins has disappeared.
HOW TO PREVENT BILIOUS
ATTACKS.

One who is subject to bilious attacks
will notice that for a day or more before
the attack he is not hungry at meal times
A dose of
and feels dull after eating.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets when these first symptoms appear
will ward off the attaok.
They are for
sale by Sburtleff A Co., South Paris,
Jones Drug Store, Oxford, Noyes Drug

Store, Norway.

Born.
In Paris, Jau. 27, to the wife of Hark P. Shaw,
ι son.
In Greenwood, Jan. 24, to tho wife of John T.

S'oyee,

a eon.

^amtcus

In Paris, Dec. 23, 1905, by Rev. E. O. Taylor,
Mr. »'arr>· P. Swctt of Bethel and Mlee Lillian
Κ Chine of Pari«.
In West Parle, Jan. 1, by Rev. I>. F. Nelson,
Mr. Wallace H. Whitman and Miss Pearl E.
Whitman, Itcth of Woodstock.
In Pfru, Jan. 23, Mr. Arthur L. Harlow and
Mist Ethel T. Irish, both of Peru.
In Humford Falls, Jan. 22, by Kev. Fr. J. A.
Barry, Martin J. McDonald and Katie Goody,
x>th of Rumford Falls.
In Rumford f all*, Jan. 21. bv Rev. Fr. J. A.
Itarry, John Wlskunt and Mary Audulavltch,
ooth of Rumford Falls.
In Watorford, Jan. 17, by Rev. T. 8. Perry,
Carroll Brackett Sanborn and Maud Ella Learn>d, lio'h of Waterford.
In Rumford Falls. Jan. 17, bv Rev. Fr. J. A.
Harry, Richard Flnefiy and Ametla Shaw, both
>f lit. m ford Falls.
In liuckflcld, Jan. 20, at the Methodlstparsontge, by Rev. A. W. Pottle, Mr. James E. Rlcklelland Mrs. Amy K. Bonney, both of Bucklield.

In South Parle, Jan. 24, Joseph Knight, aged
15 years.
In South Paris, Jan 25, Ivory M. Smith, aged
'3 years.
In Rabattus Jan. 27, Albert Ernest, son of Mr.
ind Mrs. Ernest P. Parlln, aged 4 years, 9
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Ulcer of the stomach may exist for
years without very marked symptoms,
excepting those caused by indigestion.
It is due to an inflammation which
affects the membrane of the stomach so
that it is eaten away by the gastric

"·*®[

·η\^£Γ?"τΰ

the stomach there is much discomfort
after eating, with a constant gnawinp
sensation between meals, pain from the
pit of the stomach back to the shoulder
blade.
At the first symptoms of indigestion,
treatment should at once be started with
This is a scientific remedy
Mi-o-na.
adapted specifically to one purpose, the
It is so unicure of stomach troubles.

|

Tuesday

about the hardest day for

railroading that has been seen in a long
time. All day the fog was so dense that
no man could see six car lengths in any
direction, and a locomotive, no matter
how closely watched for, would loom up
out of the fog almost over one's head

J

ind immediately buried, an
bom.
.as held Sunday att.ro<K>oat lb. home
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Albert

b«
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1 'ythian Sisterhood Wednesday evening.1
J' V supper was served. Bartlett of StoueCAUGHT BY IT.
!
D. G. C., Fred H.
ïam installed the officers of Pennesseoof
! vaesee Lodge, K. of P., No. IS, in a
somewhat startling piece

Λ Tit AI' WAS

It

was a

SKT AND THE OAMK WAS

which came to the ears of the , nost pleasing manner.
I»
people here Tuesday noon fchat Frank E.
use.
Free Rural Delivery.
Pottle of Norway Lake had been arrested charged with larceny of money from
before he was fully aware of its ap- ;
to numerous inquiries
In
admittreplying
it
is
There's no question now,
the safe of N. Dayton Bolster A Co. fourth Assistant Postmaster General
proach. It was possible to move trains ed after last Thursday evening s
and
middle
age
;
of
man
is
a
of
means
Pottle
Mr.
about in the yard only by
)egrew has indicated the purposes of the
«. m.a »"«»«' whistle signale from oue engine to angood appearance, with a wife and three lepartment in connection with an in1
unblemished
a
and
block
the
on
formerly
run
children,
other, and trains were
1 spection of rural free delivery routes
reputation. He aud his family were for vhich is in progress with a view to dissystem all day, a train following auother
a while some years ago residents of this
not being allowed to leave a station until
continuing or reducing the service of
the train ahead was reported at the next
village. Recently he has been employed 1 such of them as show little patronage,
station.
soliciting life insurance, and has spent in answering the inquiries Mr. Degrew
iiale quartette c
considerable time in this village, fre- : ias replied substantially as follows:
eolos
^
l>r
fhd\,
Sessions,
in
home
tig
Dunn,
at
his
died
at the Andrews House,
Joseph Knight
"The inspection of the service which
Uriiriis and quentlystopping
this village Wednesday morning, Jan. i >1
and sitting about certain 1 ias been instituted is with a view to as»· for dinner,
here
business
of
-M, at the age of 85 years. Mr. Knight ι •eadings by Mi*e
other
stores and
places
:ertaininc the cause for any adverse conAcademy. Mies a
at llebn
»locution
was the son of Isaac Knight, who settled
good deal.
litions which may exist, and the posai.|ved
ant] the
m î>outh Paris before 182υ, and Joseph
The arrest was the outcome of some !
>ility of removing such conditions. In
enthusiastic over her
was born and
always lived here. He
detective work. For some weeks money liscovering that there is a lack of patselections.
her
of
was a shoemaker by trade, and except
rendering
has occasionally disappeared from a -onage on a given route, consideration
for one brief interval, followed that trade
in the safe, in the office of s
'
There was a go<>d attendance at Paris pocketbook
given first to the possibility of increae-1
in this village until advancing years prethe Bolster store, and a methodical plan
ng the interest in the service on the
been
had
vented. He married Phebe, daughter of
it
was
where
going
to discover
■oute; second, to the possibility of rear-]
Jonas Hamilton, who died three or four »'»ted of interesti g
time. Jailer
some
(air after- in operation for
-anging the route so aa to increase the
ind music. There will
in
the
invest-1
assist
to
called
was
years ago. They hat! seven children, of
of
AU Farrar
^
aoii eveDioiji» Fe
[Mtronage; third, to the possibility
1
about
whom five are now living: Ella P., ]Q()Qg
afternoon
Tuesday
nerve igation.
1 )stsbliebing every other day service in
b.
.Ill
,1»»»
wife of A. C. Harwell, of York Beach;
o'clock, when W. L. Libby was the only lieu of daily service; and last, to its dis*
,».» committor «
«'"ι* Alice B.
Knight of South Paris; mder the
,
clerk on duty in the store, Blr. Farrar continuance where the conditions are
chairmen.
following
inJonas M. Knight of Jamaica
Plain,
was stationed where he could see the
luch that the expenditure involved in
jHcoratlons-M»^ Mat«e Rlcbanl..
-Mass.; Henry A. Knight of Chapman,
terior of the oflicP without his presence the
operation of the route is unwarrantwas
Libby
Kansas; and Edwin W. Knight of South
being known. While Mr. room
tua,,man·
the
of
the
at
main
lane. The funeral was held
temporarily out of the
"While no fixed rule as to the amount
to
home on Oxford Street Friday afternoon,
store, Mr. Farrar saw Mr. Pottle go
if mail which should be handled on a
and
attended by Kev. A. K. Baldwin.
put
takeout
something
the safe, and
rural route has been decided, still tho
it in his pocket.
department feels that the average rural
his
left
'»»y remember that in April,
place
Farrar
immediately
Mr.
route should handle 3000 pieces of mali
a traveler calling himself "Sailor
into the
and
of
10.
concealment,
Feb.
of
getting
»t the hall on Saturday,
per month, with a possible minimum
of.
wheelbarrow
a
Jean," and pushing
store by the front door, informed Mr. 2000, but the question of the discon..
as
which he
;ak whn had been 111 some
somewhat eccentric build
Libby by a prearranged signal that he tinuance of the service on the routes
called a "trolleyette," passed through ί
his had made a discovery. Mr. Libby made
weeks, died Γ hurray at the home of
must in all cases depend upon the condifcouth Paris on a walking tour of the !
the
H(j
^c Ardie.
an errand to the safe, and taking out
tions aa they may exist on such routes,
he
which
country. He stuck to lus job, and has
of
the contents
and the expenditure involved in operatwas
there
recently been heard from in Georgia. I
that
found
new exactly, he
the service on a given route might
traveled
*u*ueta
Mr. Bol- ing
one five dollar bill missing.
not be deemed warranted, even though
to
the
Λ>,υυθ miles, and has eleven more states !
store,
summoned
ster was quietly
the minimum of 2000 pieces of mail per
tovi.it and MOO miles to travel.
and Mr. Pottle was called into the office, month were handled, where it was found
the
with
trip is scheduled to end at Boston, Oct. lived several years,
confronted
on
being
where,
that a considerable number of the possi1st next.
He asserts that at the comple^ Ητβ situation, he produced from bis pocket
of his wife six years
ble patrons were not availing themselves
tion of it he is to receive a prize of l-WOO,
Mc_ the
with Mrs. McArd e.
missing five dollar bill.
of the benefits of the service."
and will also write a book. He ia now
child, Harold
In the Norway Municipal Court PotArdle, he leaves one
hie
schedule,
ahead
of
unthe
and
with
considerably
Quiet
tle was arraigned charged
E. Smith
DANGERS OF A COLD AND HOW
bailor Jean" is a printer by trade, and
and cornlarceny of the five dollars, also with the
assuming, but
a few wee)j8 before starting on hi·
TO AVOID THEM.
friend, larceny of twenty-three dollars from the
made
He
trip from Augusta was employed in the
More fatalities have their origin in or
same safe on the 27th of December.
office of the Kennebec Journal. He was
pleaded guilty on both complaints. On result from a cold than from any other
described by his employers as a "bird"
the first be was sentenced to a fine of cause. This fact alone should make
at the type case, but he didn't want a
$25 and costs, amounting to 954.45, and people more careful as there is no danjob after the tiret of April that year, as
on the second a sentence of sixty days in ger whatever from a cold when it is
Wedding
he must start on his trip thea.
treated in the beginning. For
was imposed, to be suspends! during

ST.O bX

"ucb .W">»

news

IF

You don't want that
ake, those cold chills
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ο7ϊ»»

>■"'«·„ ΪΓηΛ 'ÏS-ί

a°1iÎIÎe waTvery
\ne
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feeling

a cold
and don't want that
cold with all the above
Weeks'
take
then
Break-up-a Cold Tablets, warranted sure

ΓΓΛΚίΐϊ
Sultea»·"^

going over

and shivers

you, that tired
as the result of

sup-1

llea.

cure or

money back.

BROOKS—The

Pharmacie!.

Next to Poet Office, South Parie.

^
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^^'"βΛ&ϊϊΛ Eocketbook,
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alway^p
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information the
last week of the
Aroostook War, failed to mention another citizen of the town who started for
tiie scene of the conflict on tbe northeastern border and got as far as Augusta
with his fellow-soldiers. This was Capt.
Benjamin Maxim, who is now living in
He
ixHith Paris at the age of 91 years.
is in
fairly good health with all his faculties well preserved, and is frequently
Moreover, he was a
seen on the street.
A company of
commissioned officer.
artillery was drafted for tbe war from
three companies then situated in Brownheld, Turner and Paris. One commissioned officer was taken from each of
the three companies, and Mr. Maxim,
w»· »t that time second lieutenant
of the Paris company, became second
lieutenant of the drafted company. He
to Augusta and remained there a
while, but not till the close of the war,
H the three weeks' term might be so
called. He was taken sick while there,
and upon examination by the surgeon
was pronounced not in condition for
military service at that time. He waa
accordingly discharged and sent borne.
*· Otaptel. of the

Through incomplete
democrat, in speaking

p1Vî1?!ÎXe,,tlj

Pnrta artillery company.

-,ldlT-,rU.r. .b"
ί ,?'Γκ'·ΐηιιΓ Β. ro'boa. paatur
home of Rev.
i>he
Α

G™>

W»»'

Kiean

of tbe Universal.st churc
^
were
Harry
trading

partly

jail
good behavior.

properly

Chamberlain's Cough
years
Remedy has been recognized as the most
medicine in use for
effectual
prompt and
conCard of Thanks.
this disease. It acts on nature's plan,
Curtle
We wish to extend our sincere thanks loosens the cough, relieves the lung·,
of
to the many friends and neighbors for
aids nature in
opens the secretions and
their help and sympathy, during the restoring the system to a healthy condi-

?ar£%«is

many

sickness and death of oar only daughter; tion. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.,
of a few friend
also for the beautiful fl mere.
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
their many home
Mb. and Mbs. F. L. Wabbbn.
Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
1906.
Jan.
18,
East Sumner,
The publie spirited women of Houlmake their home.
ton, led by Mrs. A. O. Putnam, have
THE GRIP.
maintained a district nurse in that town
"Before we can sympathize with
and the system has
We extend oar heartfelt thanks to the others, we mast have suffered ourselves." during the paat year
success that it will be conto the pastors for their No one can realise the suffering attend- been such a
friends,
many of
words
sympathy and comfort, and for ant upon an attack of the grip, unless tinued.
the beautiful Howera, also to the doctors he has had the actual experience. There
For any disease of the akin there is
and sisters at tbe hospital for their cart is proGibly no disease that causes so nothing better than Chamberlain's salve.
time
this
la
our
to
or
darling
and kindness
muoh physical and mental agony,
It prevents the itohing and burning senof our sorrow.
whloh so successfully defies medical aid. sation Instantly and soon effects a core.
Dr. and Mas. Chablxs L. Bick All danger from the grip, however, Sold
by Shurtleff Λ Co., 8outb Paris,
AND ΜΥΗΤΙΚΕ.
the prompt ose of Jones
may be avoided by
Drug Store, Oxford, Noyes Drug
Da. J. W. Davis and Family.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Among Store, Norway.
Mb. and Mus. Chas. T. Buck.
the tens of thousands who have used
The spirits of the ioe man, theooal
this remedy, not one has ever been reWe wish to express oar sincere grati ported that has resulted in pneumonia man ana the plumber man rise as the
ii
as
thown
For
tale
by mercury goes down.
or that has not recovered.
tude for tbe great kindness
Shurtleff à Co., South Paria; Noyes
oar reoent bereavement.
Dr.
on weakly payments.
Mas. J. 9. McAbdlb.
Drug Store, Norway; Jonas Drag Store, Glasses
Parmeatar. Bead my ad.
Iva McAbdlx.
Oxford.

S£«®8ss*

Heavy Clothing.

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's.

Bankrupt's

In the matter of

Petition for

)

Discharge.

CHARLES H. WHITMAN, J
Bankrupt. )

In

CHARLB3

Bankruptcy
excepted bj law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd day of Jan., A. D. 1900.
CHARLES II. WHITMAN, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREOt.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 27th day of Jan A. D. 1906, on readpetition. It Is—
ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
the 16th day of Feb., A. D.
on
upon the same
lube, before said Court at Portland, In said District. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors o»pi<>e of raid petition anil this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the How. Clarence Hale Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In raid District, on the 37th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906.

JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk
petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY,Clerk.

A true copy of

Commercial Union Assurance
Company, Ltd
~

ASSETS DEC. SI, 1905.
I 888,000(10
Real Estate,
47,000 00
Mortgage Loans
Loans
Collateral
8,157,976 28
Stocks and Bonds,.
811,924 56
Cash In O«oe and Bank,
049,97561
Balance·,
Agents'
2,828 47
Bflls Beoelvabke,
18/100 47
Interest and Bants,...
1,71510
AU other Assets,.
....

$14.00

$18, 17 grades,
$16, 15, 14 grades,
$13, 13 grades,
$10 grades,·

®s

II

®i

YOUTHS' AND BOYS'
$10.00

$12 Suits,
$to Suits,
$7.50 Suits,
$5 Suits,
$4 Suits,
$3 Suits,.

g

12.00

ο

%

$7.50 grades,
gradts,.

7*5°

$

Suits.
Odd Trousers, Russian Vests, Lamb Coats, Winter
Underwear at liberal discounts.

Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers marked

just completed

TORIC

ORDINARY
LENS.

LENS.

..$5,064,015 47
16^63*

$2,067,4» 11
Admitted Asset·,.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1905.
$ 847,886 0C
Net Unpaid Losses,.
2 Ml,196 4C
Unearned Premiums,.
239,550g(
All other Liabilities,
...
Cash Capital,
1,569,890 4!
Snrplua over all Liabilities,.
....

$5,067,430 u
Total LlablBOee and Surplu·,
C. I. TOLMAN, Agent,
Sooth Paris, Mains.

Compare prices.

Come

probate

thereof
Will and petition for
presented by Charles L. Holland, the executor
named.
therein
deceased.

F. H. NOYES CO..

ELVA E. STETSON, late of Buckfleld, dePetition that Washington Heald or
ceased.
some other suitable person be appointed adminlstrator presented by Benjamin V. Heald, father.

<

THURSTON of Bumford. PetiCORIE
tion that name be changed to Corle A. Farnnm
Bothered about seeing the edges presented by said Corle A. Thurston.
Well then
of your lenses are you ?
ΤΗΛΧΤΕΒ P. HUSTON, late of Dtxfleld,
Petition for license to sell and conre- deceased.
L. Huston,
get a pair of "Tories."
vey real estate presented by Fluella
lieve this annoyance and delight you administratrix.
BENJAMIN S. DOE ET AL, minor children
in many other ways.
of Benjamin 8. Doe. late of Paris, deceased.
Field of Vision.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Kate H. Doe, guardian.
Reflections.
No
mercy W. KILGOKE. late of Waterford,
Perfect Image in All Directions.
deceased. First and flnel account presenteu ror
In Fact, a Perfect Lens.
allowance by J. Bennett Pike, administrator.
See Us About Tories.
W. SCOTT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, deceased. Petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by Frank W.
Butler, administrator de bonis non.
8ADIE J. Gil,PATRICK, late of Hiram, deceased. Petition for the appointment of Caleb
W. Gllpatrtck or some other suitable person as
a'imlnlstrator presented by Caleb W. Gllpatrick,
husband.

Norway.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

A.

They'll

Dear Friends:

Larger
Annoying

Can you

spring line

E. W.

CHANDLER,

D..ÛJ..J Γ1.ΙΛ I
U U 11U U I d I III10 II I
I will furnish
Slxe or Style at

DOOBS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine Lu m
Outside work, send in your orders
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Hatched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

CHANDLER,

W.

E,

Sumner,

Wat

Maine.

....

Furniture, Household
Goods.
auction

My
every
have

call.

rooms

Saturday
anything to

will be open

afternoon.
sell

or

If you

wish to

buy,

A. ID. PARK.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give* notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
SOLON C. TUTTLE, late of Buckfleld.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons h»vine
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are deslreu to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make nnyment Immediate)*
ANNIE H.TUTTLE.
Jan. 1Mb, 1906.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

Whereas, fteorire P. Brackett and Irving L.
Brackett, both of Dlxfleld, In the County of Ox
ford and State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
dated the twenty-eighth day of April, 1900, and
recorded In the Oxford Registry of Deeds, book
2»3. page 135, conveyed to Charles K. Smith of
Rumford, lo the County of Oxford and State of
Maine, a crtaln piece or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon situated In said Dlxfleld and
bounded and described as follows: Beginning
at a point at the junction of the road leading
from the Thos. J. White place In Mexico with
the road leading from Dlxfleld Village to Carthage; thence westerly along said road to land
formerly owned by W. W. Walt and known as
the Mercy Austin place; thenre northerly and
westerly and bounded by said Austin land to
Webb's rlvt-r; thence northerly along said river
to land of Olive Brackett; thence easterly al'Og
said Olive Brackett's lan· to said road lea Ing
from Dix Held to Carthage and thence southerly
along said road to point of starting, said lind Is
known as the L. V. Brackett homestead place
and brick vard, ami whereas, said Charles K.
.Smith bi Ills dred of assignment date I January
recorded In said Registry,
twenty-third, 1904, and
book 268, page 272, did assign said mortgage
deed, the noie, debt and claim thereby socurrd
tome, the undersigned; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now,
therefore, by reason of the breach of tho condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mort-

Tated at Dlxfleld, Me., this 9th day of January,
WILLIS W. WAITE.

▲. D. 1906.

LUCY DUNN ELLS BRETT, late of Waterford, decetsed. Pinal account presented for
allowance by Edward P. Brett, administrator.
FRED A. R0BIN80N, late of Buckfleld, de-

linen.
Last but not least be

ceased. Final account presented for allowance
by Arthur E. Cole, administrator.

PETER N. HASKELL, late of Waterford.

for street

A true

copy—Attest :

F.

A.

8HCBTLEFF

*

CO.

I
1

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

of
)
GEORGE J. WHOOLEY, } In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Γο the Hoir, Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District I
of Maine:
f
J. WHOOLEY, of Mexico, in the j
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represents that
>n the 24th day of June, last past, he was duly 1
Acts of Congress
idludged bankrupt, under thehe
has duly surrelating to Bankruptcy; that
rendered all his property and rights of property
ind has fully complied with all the requirements
it said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
Ills bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne prays, that he may be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
lebta provable against his estate under said
are exas
debts
bankruptcy Acts, except such
:epted by law from such discharge.
D.
1906.
A.
Dated this 6th day of Jan.,
GEORGE J. WHOOLEY, Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, es.
On this 18th day of Jan., A. D. 1906, on
reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by tne Court, that a hearing be had
Feb., A. D.
upon the same on the 2nd day of In
said Dis1906, before said Court at Portland,
the
forenoon; and that
trict, at 10 o'clock In
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons 1
In Interest, may appear at the said time ant'
have, why
place, and show cause, if any they
be
the prayer of said petitioner should not
|
granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that

the Clerk shall send bv mall to all known cred·
I to re copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tnelr places of residence as

!
1

stated.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 13th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906.

[L.8.]

that

cheap.
selling
Sincerely yours,

we are

JAMES E. HKWEY, Clerk.
of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. (IEWKY.Clerk.
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In liankruptcy.

of
)
MIKE GILL,
{ In Bankruptcy,
of Ruraford Falls, Bankrupt. )
the
Mike GUI, In
To the creditors of
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day of
In the matter

Mike GUI was
January, A. D. 1900, the said
that the first
duly aifyudloated bankrupt, and
at the Court
held
be
will
creditors
hi*
of
meeting
(louse, in South Paris, on the Slst day of Jan.,
▲. I». 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove tbelr
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Parts, Jan. IS, 1906.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptev.

F.

Α.

BHIfBTXEFF 4 CO.

Balsam

especially

back the empty bottle and get >our money back.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
S Stores,{S?™ |:Maine.
F.

A.

IHCBTLEFF * CO.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

Norway, Jan'y

AND BUY YOUR

^

FOOTWEAR
W. O.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

CASTORIA Fuirtùiid»!**.
Tk IM Yh jtan Ajnp lufkt

1906.

24,

Souvenir Day.
Every one buying

one

dollar's vvoith

or

presented

and

served to a cup of cocoa
and saucer. Wc have a few

will be
with the cup

more

more

Coats, Purs, Suits and Skirts
to close out before our

oiler great bargains
the cup and sauctr.

SATURDAY,

ΓβΙβρΗοηβ

line comes in.
always do besides

spring

as we

Don't forget
JANUARY 27.

place

the

We shall

giving

free

and date,

M. LUJVT,
136 Main St., Norwty.

L.
18-4

FUR COAT
DOWN.

MARK

We have a few choice Fur Coats
left and have marked them down to
close them out. This is your opportunity to get a good coat at a very
low price.
Former
44

u

price $28.00,
t(

23 OO,

"

t8oo,

44

17.00,

14

44

44

44

25.00,

"

$33.00

now

44

21.00

19.50
15.00
14.00

Canvas Coats lined with lamb's
wool, only $2.19, former price $3.00
J.

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

:urnUhêr,

I

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

ΙΟβ-3.

Rubbers with Leather
We have had

Start the New Year RIGHT
^

forget

don't

them

A true copy

It clears the
where the patient is troubled with asthma
is
so disagreewhich
throat and relieves the wheezed-υρ condition,
GuarWe
no
has
it
able. For tickling in the throat
equal.
not
does
bring
it
If
satisfactory
bottle.
prove
antee every

SHUBTliEFF * CO.

goods.
goods

for all the«e

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 1906.

cases

A·

would

we

&EORGE

This remedy should be in the hands of every family and inwill cause
dividual, as its prompt use for a slight cough or cold
recommend this Cough Balsam
immediate relief. We

F.

evening dress,

an

If in need of any winter

Will Cure Your Cough.

F.

new

look at the

to

sure

trimmings

Bankrupt's Petition fof Discharge.

In the matter

Harvard Cough

in

the

like to have you glance at the new veilings in
Alice blue, reseida green and cream.
We can also show you a fine line of new

deceased,
by Emma

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.

see

wear.

If you wish

MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris, deseased. Petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by James S. Wright,
KING COLBATH, late of Porter,
final account presented for allowance
E. Blckford, executrix.

and

check wool suitings, the correct things

new

Deceased. Final account presented for allowance
by Joseph B. Haskell, executor.

executor.

soon

per yard.
Then in shirt waist suitings we have a
Don't leave out a white linen
beautiful line.
dress this summer. Our line is complete from
a fine handkerchief linen to a heavy butcher
loc.

OPTICIAN,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

large

a

in

come

of goods?

we wrote you last we have received
of
lot
ginghams, most of them are only

Since

Samuel Richards,

....

Grose Asset·,
Deduct Hems not admitted,

f

MEN'S SUITS.

I

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
Η. WHITMAN, of Mexico, In the
Countv of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 14th day of October, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acta and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, Tbat he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Acta, except such debts as are

[l. a.]

buy

Don't These Prices Tempt YouP

n«

III

on

There's lots of winter ahead, and anything you
now will be a profitable investment.

living.

si!

It's

Well!

death.
South Pari* Savings Bank, who has not made α
thereof, or any
deposit, or withdrawn any part for
a period of
part of the dividends thereon,
more than 20 years next preceding November I,
to be
treasurer
the
to
known
la
not
and
1905,

hi

Mark Down commenced.

our

Now. Don't Delay
Take Advantage
a Day Longer.
of Our Out Prices.

South Paris, Maine.

*1
OS

asking when

Some of you have been

s&
λ
5.50
1000
Shurtleff A
with every
00
$4.50,4
Dec. 31,1874, $ 4Λ7
Clara L. Mixer,
7.50
60 cent box that the money will be re10iU)l
Sophia and Geo. Lapham, Jan. 28,1883,
Λ
35
3
3-5°»
funded if it does not cure.
5.50
I hereby certify that tbe above statement I*
Mi-o-na is not a patent or secret rem- true according to my best knowledge and belief,
2.50
4.00
$5
GBOBGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
edy, but is a combination of the purest
and most reliable of remedies for
PROBATE NOTICES.
same as
strengthening the digestive organs and To all persons interested In either of the Estât* β
building up the whole system. Use it hereinafter namod : held at Paris, In ami
At a Probate Court,
for a few da«s and there is no reason
of Oxford, on tbe third Tuesday of
for tbe
why you should not be able to eat any Jan., InCounty
tbe year of our Lord one thousand
food you like at any time without fear nine hundred and six. Tbe following matter
thereupon
of distress.
having been presented for tbe action
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Obdekbd:
That notice thereof be given to all persons. InIf you have been waiting for the Mark Down before buying that FUR
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
In the Oxthe largweeks
successively
three
published
COAT, NOW'S YOUR CHANCE. We have
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
have a few Fur Coats left that
We
Paris, in «aid County, that they may appear at a îst Fur Coat business in our history.
Probate Court to be held at said Pans, on the
third Tuesday of February, A. D. 11)06, at 9 Jn examination
you will be convinced arc
of the clock ln.tbu forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
and see us.
GEORGE R. HOLLAND, late of Burkfleld,
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Savings Bank,

Daniel W. Goodwin and crew on I
'enneseeewassee
Lake, Hobbe and
Sound Ponds have cut nearly ten thounonths.
sand cakes of ice for the farmers.
In Rumford Falls, Jan. 21, James Farrell, aged
1
Dr. Â. N. French has been confined to , kbnut 25 years.
In Whitman, Mass Dec. 21, Addison Ronelle,
lie house for some days.
ion of WarTen D. McAllister, formerly of Stone-1
Mayford Manu fell on the ice and in- ■am, aged 21 rears, 10 months.
Marlorie, daughter of 1
in East Oxford, Jan
ured his leg. He has been unable to
Hr. and Mrs. Ed. Fuller, aged 11 months.
ittend school for eome days.
In Oxford, Jan. 16, Infant daughter of Mr.
serve
Tuesday evening class No. 3 will
ind Mrs. Charles Lovejny.
In West Lovell, Jan. 21. Mrs. Lucy B., wife of
ι steamed clam and clam chowder supLe Baron, aged 47 years, 8 months.
Soscoe
>er at the
vestry of the Universalist
In Rumford Falls, Jan. 17, Mrs. Rose Cyr,
;hurch.
iged 87 years.
In Casco, Jan. 11, Joseph W. Parker, formerly
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Swett of Belfast
848 08
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>t Norway, aged 85 years. Β months.
lave made their Norway friends a very
On Friday evening, Feb. 2d, the C. E. f 'reshmente will be served.
In
East Hebron, Jan. 19, Mrs. Caroline Rams*
Appropriated for high school
>leasant visit.
lell.
Society of the Congregational church
Received from state
On this Monday evening Rev. F.. Bhome
are
Tucker
and
Carrie
In
i«*e«
Gllead, Jan. 20, Edson Lary, aged 56 year*.
Agnes
Balance previous year and tuitions....
will observe Christian Endeavor day, it >choonover of Bethel
In Lovell, Jan. 17, Mrs. Betsey C. Andrews,
rom King1· Hospital, Portland, where
1
78 years.
being the 25th anniversary of Christian
igt-d
·
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hey have been for some time. They
Endeavorism. Rev. S. G. Davis of Nor'■
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in
much
ire
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way will be the speaker
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W. H. Whitcomb has sold to Dr. Alhis theme being the Welsh Revival. 1
Γο all persons Interested In either of the estates
>ert Thompson of Philadelphia the lot
*
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for
While a special invitation has been given
Appropriation
hereinafter named :
1.M3 16 >n Bridge Street between residences of
Balance fn m previous year
At a Prolate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
to the yonug people's societies of the
Received from 'tate..—
K. S. Kimball and E. F. Smith. Dr. , >nd fur the County of Oxford, on the 27th day
"·
«"
village, all who would like to attend are
luteieston fchool fund
In the year of our Lord one thousand
Thompson will remove the old barn and ifdneJan.,
I'uruiauj lutiicu.
hundred and fix, the following matter
by hearing this lecture.
· 7.175 87 >uild on the lot in the spring.
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presented for the action thereupon
laving
The January thaw was almost a record i
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'arts, In said County, that they may appear at a
>ne in which good clothes will not cut
'robate Court to be held at Paris, on the
night the sleighing was practically gone, Mr·. MUforl. in love with Hr»utfonl.
nuch of a figure. It's rags this time, bird
Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 190*1, at nine of the
^ JU|-oll
and Wednesday the teams coming into
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ι
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from
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lose MIlfoH.
t
frrom the time the snow came it bad
CHARLEH N. PORTER, late of Paris, de
3t3 00
Norway station a car load of white ash
("Hy ) Hrentfo ni' ÂVlminl-tnitor of Mr. Deduct all outstanding bill·
iyte
Merton Sumner.
< eased ; will and petition for probate thereof ρ rebeen about as pretty a run of sleighiug
Mllforl κ will
îandle stock for parties in Maine.
Chester Merrill
Ofi C3
en ted by William A. Porter, the exccntor thereφ
We Hopper.
Balance In favor of town,
as was ever seen.
Invitations for ladies' night at Oxford j η named.
Carrie Clifford.
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I
be
to
statement
and
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this
From
F.
Sturtevant
No.
Wilbur
M.,
the
who
18,
Job Mutton,
jodge,
spy.
I'erley Crockett, the motormau
A DDI SOP E. IIERR1CK,
Mll'lre«l Parlln., to draw his or her own conclusions as to
> HM)iy Button,
it Masonic Hall Thursday evening, Feb.
was so severely injured in the trolley ac
Judge of said Court.
Loul» Clark.
Seke
of mismanis for
This
heralded
issued.
much
have
been
the
charges
A
'00,
true
st,
brook
aud
Went
copy—Attest
cidenton the Portland
Chapman.
hurled
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
nembers of the lodge and ladies. It is
agement that have so freely been
β·
line last Monday morning, is well known I
ρ
Albert son of Mr. and Mrs. E. r. at the school officers.
of the season.
Masonic
time
be
iu
lived
here, having formerly
Norway
inRespectfully submitted,
I Lieut. J. M. Palmer attended the
and been employed in the two towns.
(
pection of his company at Lewiston
Mis first experience in driving cars was
Chairman S. S. Com. of Paris. Vednesday evening.
on the Norway and Paris Street Railway.
Mrs. Fred Drake, G. C., assisted by
His leg was broken, and internal injuries
1
< }. Μ. Α., Mrs. A. L. Cook, G. Α. Μ. Α.,
Arrested for Larceny of Money.
were feared in addition to the general
H.
<
|J lire. M. L. Kimball, and G. P., Mrs. the
shaking up, but he is doing well and will
1 i. Young, installed the officers of
recover.

raVevln^Keb.l

Cord

juices.
mtXAIVED DEPOSITS
lain's Cough Remedy for coughs, croup I
In good health, the stomach resists the
IN THE
and whooping cough and has found it
action of the gastric juices, but when
very beneficial. She has implicit confi- weakened, the membrane is badly nourSouth Paris
dence in it and would not be without a ished and the
digestive fluids act upon it
SOUTH Ρ AIMS, MAINE.
bottle of it in her home. Sold by Shurt- as
well as upon the food, keeping The
following statement contain· the name,
leff Λ Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
until perforation of the stomach the amount standing to his credit, tbe last known
up
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Nor- occurs. In advanced cases of ulcer of place of residence or poet-office address and the
If known, of every depositor In the
net of

Died.

enter-1

Mrs. 6. L. Curtis on

from

Wood,
Ulcer Of The Slab
Wood, |
Edgings,
Stomach Stove Wood
and

a

remarkable sale

Tops.

on our

LEATHER TOP RUBBERS.
They are

the best

We still have
inch leg.

a

on

large

the market and

8,

line of them.

give

satisfaction.

10, 13, 14 and 16

Prices from $2.26 to $3.75.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT. Menacer.

NORWAY, MAINE

F. W. FAUNCE, StleMUn.

Telephone 11B-8.

CASTORIAf^uiw*».

TkKMYNlitnAlvirih*0t
-1*

<*

S

H

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

Children

Ooum, Oxford Denoom. P*«ta. «*ι*<·

Breakfast Dlahea.
It la not possible (or even the moat acIt·. 30fe-M*ta«r«m.
to furnish her
L Sensation produced by want of complished housekeeper
with » new breakfast dish each
family
beat
morning in the yew, but she can give
2. Having courage.
the same effect if she will only alter the
old dishes
8. Interior of a «hip.
appearance or the taste of the
4. Something to regulate form.
ana judiciously intersperse them with
This juggling will transform
new ones.
0. ▲ precious metal.
what is too apt to be the most indifferent
meal of the day iuto the most appetising
No. SSe^lllMlntci Rebos.

will
Give the children Dr. True'· Blixir regularly and they
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tome expela
worms and all impurities
mpunties <of the stomach and bowels
delicate, emaciated children pure blood, hearty appetite
activity. It puts color in their cheeks ana
sleep and healthful
and happiness in their eyes—making them well again.

giving^»

brightness

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

irritais as good for grown people as for children. For indigestion,
troubles it is unbility, constipation,malaria, peevishness and liver
Three generations have known of the wonderful merits
Dr. True's Elixir. Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.
Povrt.AW.il·.

3ualed.

Uao 40 yean, ud bti«
Pl J. F. T*r» A Co. I btn known your Klixir for mora
lor lndlK««aon. Am aUlns
QM<1 IIir. my family with good mcccm. I an. tak;a< it oow
GORDON.
ΚΚΕΚΜΛΝ
ItaitL
am
and
(ainintc
mach mocv than formerly
Thnr Jimw,"
Sold byaU deal«ra.*c.SOc.$UB. Writ» for {τηφοοΜ<Λ,"Cluiirr»<ind

TJf"

OR. J. P. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

«TATK OF MA1HE.

A LOW PRICE
—

or

—

Hl.roUK

State

Hlgglna,

iiflgan

M
Callcmlo,

.....

Bobbin»
R. Davis
ι. Κ Davis et
Blnfor·'
Bennntt
Roach....
Derllltto

—

Swan...

Klagg,

BlôkïorJ,.......

Young,

MAINE.

RuseeU,

....
....

-.

Poland

.................

State

vs.

Blnfor·!.....

Apa
Hircine,
Collins,
LaPlante,....

.....

Tueker
R. Da via
Κ. K. Davis et ale

Doug

...

Knox,

Williamson

Tucker,
Young,

.....

Cohen,
Pve
Buck
DeCoeter alias

Polan·!,
Day et al
Flagx et a),

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

....

Russell...........

McSlann,........................

$i.ao.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 P. M.

Ash
Russell
W entworth,

vs

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

Van'lerllp,.

Mctiee

.........

Apa...

........

Bickford

Swan

Wheeler,

Kiagg

Slnabelo,
Bean et

Tenney,

Hopkins,
Cohen

......

al,

Peltier,

12 9

Tardlff,

βS
101

MeMann

BEFORE NORWAY MUNICIPAL
U.C DAVIS, JULXiK.

State

:y> A. m. to 4
Examined free.

ι ο

p. m.

Wentwortn,

State

FRED

v·.

ve.

BEFORE

State

ve.

feeding; what a strange transformation took place! The goat turned to

butter, and the woman became a scar
let runuer.

By No He··· Rare.
There was a young lady at Bingham.
Who knew many song* and could
But she couldn't mend hose.
And she wouldn't wush clothes

Or help her old mother to wring 'em.
-Tit-Bit·.

45 J
131
38 I
131

............

K«r to the Paialer.
No. 380.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
January- Finals—New Year. 1. Join.
2. Average. 3. Nephew. 4. Unlikely.
6. Arrange. (J. Kuta-baga. 7. Young-

DELANO, TRIAL JUSTIC1
OXFORD.
$17 3

L. HOWARD, TRIAL
R1DLON VILLE.

TIMOTHY

ster.
No. 387.—Arithmetical Problem: 37.
No. 388.—Charade: Hood-wink.
No. 388.—Hourglass: Centrals—Wel3.
2. Ol-E-am.
1. Glo-w-lng.
come.
4. C.
5. B-o-y. 0. Fa-M-ed.
E-L-in.

BROOKS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
UPTON.
# 36 :
74
5S

Bin ford
JEWETT,
BETHEL.

A.

Bean,

TRIAL

......

7. Lit-x-ral.
No. 31)0.—Connected Diamonds:

JUSTICE,

♦ 29 1
JUSTICE

$ 8(

ν».

State

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and 0*I a specialty.

».

JUSTICE,

ve.

WADSWORTH, TRIA

II RAM.

Edgecomb,.......

$ 14 3

WE WILL START YOU
IN THE

Tea & Coffee Business

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

FOITRHOHEMAR
βατ·· laid

We offer a special oppottunlty and will start y ο
In a Tea. < offee and Spire business of your own
hundreds have been successful under our oo-o|
eratlon and are now prosperous merchants, w
a*sl-t you and work with you to make yoo ·α<
cesaful; tea* In any quantity Sc to 35c. perpoun
for the Qoest grades; write for our new l&»pri«·
list and special Information ; 35 years In buslnesi

BIG

Y

X

of

With large, new building· and nev
equipment throughout, revised course
CATALOGUi ; of study and increased teaching force, i

OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

PLEASE SEND YOUR

has the beet facilities in the world ta
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demani
for young people who have a thorougl
training for business. More than 30 ap
plications a month are received for Blia
Street
graduates. Full information togethe:
with an illustrated catalogue will be sen
▲ call at the school wil
or town upon request.
convince you of its superiority. FAL1
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
Stale
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DBALBR IN COAL AND WOOD.

FRENCH

EGGS

WITH

TÔA8T.

SPANISH

Take a cup of thick tomato, stewed
with two slices of onion, minced, and
half of a green pepper, and spread on
buttered toast. Have ready a kettle of
violently boiling water, and into the middle of this drop quickly an egg from the
shell. Be careful not to let it go in
gradually, but snddenty and all together.
The motion of the water will make the
egg round, like a ball, with the white
perfectly concealing the yolk. Lay one
such egg on each piece of toast and serve
at once. A little vinegar and salt added
to the water will season the egg.

FBOGB' LEGS, FRIED.

IN BED POUR WEEKS WITH GRIPPE.
We have received the following letter
from Mr. Roy Kemp, of Angola, Ind., "I
was in bed four weeks with grippe and I

tried many remedies and spent considerable for treatment with physicians,
but I received no relief until I tried
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small bottles of this medicine cured me and now
I use It exclusively In my family." Take
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
no substitutes.

size and split them
lengthwise. Rub each one with melted
butter and sprinkle with salt; rub the
gridiron well with salt pork and broil
arvery quickly, so they will not dry;
range on a platter and put a teaspoonful
lemon
with
mixed
of melted butter
juice
and chopped parsley over each.

CORN-MEAL PUFFS.
Sift and mix a cup and a half of yellow
corn meal and as much fluur, half a teaspoonful of salt, a quarter of a cup of
sugar, and two teaspoonfule of bakingpowder. Beat well the yolks of two
or
egg·» and add half a pint of rich milk
thin cream and mix with the meal. Beat
hard for three minutes, and then fold in
the stiff whites of the eggs. Bake in little gem-pans in a hot oven.
GOLDEN

FRUIT

MUFFINS.

meal mix a cup
With two cups of
of flour, four teaspoonfule of sugar, two
of baking powder, add half of one of
salt, with a teaspoonful of buttter, a cup
and a half of milk, two eggs beaten
separately, and a cup of any kind of
fruit, peeled and sliced, or a cup of berries. Put together as above, the whites
of the eggs folded in last. A part of the
flour may be put over the fruit to prevent its settling.
corn

expels

of flour

MRS. C. S. MOODY,
Skowhegan, Me.
R. F. D., No. 7.
To keep well, beyond the usual active time of life, is a blessing. But it is
easily done if you use the True "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters.

system.

It

clears

the

What is CASTORIA

00 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil*
It is Pleasant. It
and
Syrups.
Soothing
Drops
goric,
Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the.
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep·
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

Dmm
Copyrights Ac.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Scientific America*.

PULLED AT THB LID.

Wanted.

ALWAYS

Signature of

Bears the

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lenreet eir·
cillation of any scientific Journal. Term·, ft ·
year: four months, |L Sold by all newsdealer·.

Perkins—You stutter, Hopkins, be- ! ey up iu the attic in a big wooden
cause you think faster than you can chest.
Bears love honey. He shuillcd
talk.
upstairs and grunted and snuffled when
because
st-st-stutter
I
Hopkins—N-no;
be got close enough to smell the honey
you t-t-try to hear what I say b-b-before
plain. He climbed up on the back of
I've said it.
PEELED PULPW00D.
the chest and pulled at the lid. Up It
One Minute Cough Cure contains not came, and in went hie brown hairy
Then he
an atom of any harmful drug, and it has
paw. He got it full of honey.
been curing coughs, colds, croup and leaned forward, and his weight smashSpruce, Fir, Hemlock
whooping cough so loeg that it has ed the lid down on it, pinching it crueltrue friend
and
proven itself to be a tried and
his
Poplar delivered at
back
drew
pulled
howling,
He
to the many who use. No need to fear ly.
tried
he
Then
It
out aud licked
any station.
of your child choking from croup with paw
hour old Bunt
One Minute Cough Cure handy. Sold again. For nearly an
always
j worked at that chest, but ashehetried
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
to
got up on the lid before
him
told
when
he
did
"What
you
say
toes
open it bo be always pinched his
he was the worst liar you ever knew?"
and never got any honey.
MAINE.
WEST PARIS,
"He merely remarked that he bad
! When Uncle Billy came home they
been flattered before."

The Kind Ion Hare Always Boogbt
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Tmc

cιirraun eoMMunr. rr

mmu* mnr,

ncw

tom cm.

Ε. H. PIKE,

j told
!

Important to Mothare.

him how bud the bear had been.

Pullets for Sale.

He went upstairs to lead him down and
chain him in the back yard.

Twelve
Poor Bunt looked so miserable when
he was being dragged away that Uncle ones.
Billy said, Til bell you to a circus, but
first I'll give you as much honey as you
Dec. 4,
Signature of
want to eat. only you mustn't tell anyi gave It to yo^."
la Use For Over 90 Yean.
I body
XI» Kind Yon Bavs Always Bought
Bunt winked his little piggy eyes as
I much as to say that he knew better
Mother—Oh, Freddy, did you lick j than to tell. Uncle Billy turned back
and gave him a great big piece of honyour little brother?
Freddie—Yea'm, but I told him i< eycomb to eat. and I am sure that Bunt
has
hurt me worse'n it did him.
; did understand every word, for he
never to this day told anybody who
cleans<
but
or
They never gripe sicken,
Atlanta
that honeycomb.
and strengthen the stomach, liver and gave him
bowels. This is the universal verdict of Constitution.
the many thousands who use DeWitti
Little Early Risers. These famous little
The Convreaalonal Library.
A
pills relieve headache, constipation
In Its line building the library of
ItTtmlns carefully mrjr bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe tod sure remedy for infants end children,
and see that It

May-hatched pullets,
A.

poisoned

and mad<

A man who had rough horny handi ι
made them soft and smooth with Wltcl

in which ail Americans must shure the
nation has given to its foremost sculptors and artists the opportunity to
enrich Its walls with their works. It
is a monument to American thought
and learning, which must grow in
value and significance with each year.

One well known New York woman
has discovered, like some others of her
sex, that it does not pay to be too curious. One of the old family retainers Is
a Scotchman named William, who does
not believe in glossing over the truth
for the sake of sparing his listener's
feelings. The woman In question, although possessed of considerable charm
of manner, is not a beauty and knows
it.

Her liusbund,

remarkably handsome

was

passinf '<

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
Get the genuine—
money. Don't take α cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. Â complete rooting
kit in every roll

AGENTS,

—

than you

Sleigh
Money

for

Less

South Paris,

can

buy

where else in the

any-

coun-

P. M1LLETT,

H.

South Paris, Me.
J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Oonneotion.

Co-operation

Money Saver.

a

EVERY intelligent farmer needs hi· own
local weekly newspaper and a good agricultural

family publication.

home

or

A combination of the two,

and all
cessful

"

*

W*. NE.W

YORK

their functions

OUUtUCU

naturally

Ur νν·

Gunner—So that distinguished gentle

in the tall bat is your leading
ten, eh? Has he reoeived many degree*
from the different colleges?"
Guyer—Has he? Why, be ha· receivec
bo many degrees we call him the "Humai
man

clti

01

"ovmnntltûHn

ολμΙ

"

^αγϊπο/Ι hr

manna

pipe.—Southern Workman.
A Plea For

Sonp.

A learned doctor, pleading for soup
on every dinner table, says: "A person
comes to dinner weary and hungry
and needs first something to stimulate
The
the secretions of the stomach.

in modern and

not

A
ables

superior

as a

thoroughly

cultural

family

us

to

contract

en-

furnish both

one year
but if subscrib-

for

$ι·75ι
separately the
ular price is $2.50.

ed for

suc-

reg-

Send all orders to The
Democrat, South Paris,
Maine.

news.

in* the land

special

of these papers

farming.

tical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated

and address
Geo. W.
Best, Tribune Farmer
Office, New-York City,
Your

on a

has

prac-

agri-

will

ple

paper.

name

postal

bring

to

a

you

free

sam-

copy.

Always Remember the FaD Name

Quinine

1 axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.

df^c^rtx/wonBo·.

A Typical New York

B&rg&m

You sometimes envy your city sister*
their advantage In living so nea~ the
groat New York stores and their ability to take advantage of the wonderful

Second quality, dry, hard wood,
all round, good size, $3 50 per cord,
This is a good trade.
delivered.
Also later, second quality green, all
round.

25c.

FINE RESIDENCE FOB SALE

FOR SALE.

A drum found In upper Lualaha
bus α unique peculiarity in the way of

of a email tube Ingeniously Inserted in
the side of the instrument, which
causes, when tbe drum is beaten, a vibration resembling that of the reed

cost

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM
no

type.

«

a

ER, New-York City, published weekly,

TKia Waial

re
specimen, indeed, has puzzled travelers,
belching, gas on stom for there is depicted on it unmistaka·
ach, and all other symptoms of indiges
Eodol digests what you eat, anc ; bly α cross and also a head of European
tion

perform

at

regular price

up-to-date ideas

bill for local

Just a little Kodol after meals will

to

his

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT fills the

lieve that fulness,

Γ. Δ.

succesrfnlly

farm

run

without either of

them.

operation
gives

J

digestive organi ι

He can't

Town NOTICE.
of one, is cofar from the
If 70a have any bill against the Town of Parle,
either highway bill, «now bill or pauper bill,
farmer money,
the
saves
which
will yoo please present It at once for payment,
a« It la Impoaslble to give you accurate account
him two papers every week for
of the standing of your town affairs unless all and
bills are presented. Send them all In by Jan. 27,
1906. Per order of
one year, filled with all news of local interest,
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.

I

enables the stomach and

Maine.

—

man,

of Impulse she asked:
"William, what do you think made
saw
tha
I
the parlor last night
actually
: such u handsome man as Colonel S.
renderet
I
was
kiss
man
you.
young
marry such a plain woman as meï"
speechless.
William looked from the portrait to
couldn'
I
was
ma.
I,
Daughter—So
the speaker, meditated a second and
do anything but sigh.
·»
answered:
Three little babes were nestled in bed j
"Must have been heaven's will,
"I'll name William, Willie and Bill,' ma'am."
mother said;
Wide was her smile, for triplets they be
The African Dram.
Sbe lays her good luck to Rocky Mouu
The African drum appears In varied
tain Tea. (Great baby medicine.
and often picturesque forms. The naF. Λ. Shurtieff à Co.
tives make drums out of shells, tree
Eva—So you received your first kisi 1 trunks or earthenware, covered with
from Jack. What was the sensation?
the skin of some wild animal or some·
Catherine—The greatest in the neigh times with India rubber. Of the origiOne of the local gossipen
borhood.
nal calabash drums there is probably
caught Jack as he was delivering it ant I
one specimen In Europe. Some of
spread the news at the next meeting ο ; only
the drums are highly ornamented
the sewing society.
One
either by painting or carving.

Mother (sternly)—As I

Better

Sample

Free

Send for

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

recently deceased,

und
his wife was one of bis sincerest admirers. One day when she was looking
at her husband* picture on the mantel
In the sitting room William was fussing around the grate, and in α moment
was α

Silt

I

Cleaiuea and txiutlfies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Ncvor 7alla to Bestore Gray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cures Kalp riiKa<c· L hair luilinj.
tt)c.»nd>l.U)at Pruggitts

on

SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

|

FBOM THE CYNIC.
Three women may a secret keep
If, as It haa been aald,
There's one of the lot ha· heard It not
And the other two are dead.

is ; if you only knew how easily it can bo
and how long it lasts; if you only knew
at a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
ώ you what the
any one can lay it. Let ue provt
will do.
Paroid
Hoofing
genuine

really

CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR

j

! congress should be safe against destruction for mauy centuries. Fire has
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
cost the world many of its greatest collections. It ruined the ancient AlexunPercy—Im afraid of Miss Isabel.
Guy—Why?
drian library of the Ptolemies when
Percy—Oh, she looks at me as if sb< !1 the Christians sacked the temple of
could make me propose If I were lefi
Scrupis in the year 275. It cost the
alone with her.
world thousands of undent manuCHILDREN POISONED.
scripts that were stored iu Constautlare

Parold Roofing

J. PENLEY,

Sleighs !

—

Many children

nice

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

I

biliousness, jaundice, torpid liver, sallow
complexion, etc. Try little Early Risers

If you only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

now

South Paris, Me.

'05.

no

largest

Respectfully,

rff<

[

the

The Kind You Hare Always Bought» and which has beet
in nee for over 80 years» has borne the signature of
and has been made nnder hie personal supervision since its infancy.
W
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
M
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Jnst-as-good"
of
health
the
and
endanger
Experiments that trifle with
Intents and Children-Experience against Experiment

may
Anyone fending « (ketch and description
whether an
qnlcltly ascertain oar opinion free Communie*
Invention la probably pat en table.
tloniatrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. Oldest agency for seourtncpatents.
Patents taken through Munn t Co. receive
ιpedal notUt, without charge, In tn·

with salt and pepper and then with affords almost immediate relief iron
flour. Put into a wire basket and set blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
this in boiling fat till the legs are brown. Piles. Sold by F. A. Shurtieff <& Co.
Serve on a napkin with watercress or
lemon slices.
Teacher—Tommy, can you tell m< 1
about Helen of Troy?
anything
TOMATOES.
FBENCH CHOPS WITH FBIED
Tommy—Sure. She lived in Troy, 01
Have the chops small and delicate and de Hudson River, an1 supported he:
well scraped. Broil lightly, sprinkling widowed muder an' little brudder b]
with salt, pepper, and chopped parsley workin1 in a collar factory.
mixed with melted butter. Slice large
tomatoes and dip each in flour seasoned
The many friends of Ο. H. Hausan
with salt and pepper; fry till brown. Engineer L. E. & W. R. R., at presenl !
a
of
centre
the
in
Put the chops
platter, living in Lima, O., will be pleased U 1
the bones crossing, and arrange the to- know of his recovery from threatenec 1
matoes across each end, with parsley kidney disease. He writes:
"I wai 1
Hprigs. Broiled chicken with fried to- cured by using Foley's Kidney Cure I
matoes also makes a delightful breakfast which I recommend to all, especially
dish.
trainmen who are similarly afflicted.'
F. A. Shurtieff & Co.
BROILED SMELTS.
Get

CASTORIA

û&HmsHra

Patents

Hazel Salve, but he used the genuinebetter break- that bearing the name "E. C. DeWit ; —New York World.
To
fast dish than frogs' legs.
prepare A Go. Chicago." For sorea, boils, cuts
it, «kin them, dip each in milk, sprinkle burns, bruises, etc., it has no equal, anc
Too Carlon·.
When fresh, there is

March 23, 1904.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used your "L. F." Bitters for
a number of years and find them just
what they are recommended to be. The
best family medicine we have ever used.
Also have an uncle over (70) seventy
is nothyears of age, who says : "There
ing that ever could take it? place for
him."

If you are the right sort of man the
world will hear of you—after your demise.

with ealt and paprika. Stir into
it hard-boiled eggs, chopped into even
pieccs, until perfectly stiff; then fill

Servo with a

A Good Record for "L. F's.M

F. A. Sbortleff A Co.

season

baking dishes, put buttered
all, and heat in the oven.
bit of parsley in each.

70

Heedthy

eat

uopie when the Crusaders captured
nervous and weak, if not killed outright
the city. Twice the library of congress
them
cough eyrupi '· has suffered by lire—tirst at the deby mothers giving
containing opiates. r oiey a nooey wk
j structiou of the capitol by the British
Tar i· a safe and certain remedy foi
I In 1814 and again in 1851. In its preeii
and
and
trouble,
lung
cough·, croup
it is protected by every
the only prominent cough medicine tha ; eut bousing
contains no opiates or other poisons. F possible safeguard and directed in Its
FBENCH CREAMED EGGS IN BAMEKIKS. A. Shurtieff & Co.
development by the most expert of
custodians. And with a sense of pride
Hoat half a pint of thick cream and

ramekins, or
crumbs over

Μ

E. W. PENLEY,
A. K. JACKSON.

In

Norway, known

ae

the

JOHN L. HORNE STAND,

Beccntly occupied u a Home for Aged Women.
Lot#» feet front, 28 rode deep, large two etory
dwelling an<t ell ami «table connectcd, H room·,
steam beater, hot and cold water, plenty of nrult
and «bade tree·. Will be aold for foe· than half
the original co»t.
FB EEL· A WD HOVE, RmI EiUU A|*al,
Norway, Mal»··

QUAKER RANGE

Eut

1

City

toast and eggs on a round platter with a
pile of watercress in the centre.

w-

anything and sleep soundly
night" Kodol digests what yon eat.

can now

at

^

a half cups
Foley's Honey and Tar you would nevei
Baryain Hale# lu'hl from time to time.
spoonful of baking powder; beat all till be without it. A dose or two will pre
memmucous
throat, strengthens the
We have decided lo allow our Mall
smooth, add a cupful of chopped, floured vent an attack of pneumonia or tbi
branes, relieves coughs, colds, croup, dates, and last fold in the egg whites.
It may save your life. F. A first course, hot soup, does this by its Order customer to participate in tlieae
grippe.
F.
A.
Sold
etc.
soon
aa
and
as
by
Bake in a waffle iron,
whooping cough,
Shurtleff & Co.
action upon tbe nerves which control special offerings, and we will set asidt
Shurtlefl à Co.
each piece is done spread it with softentbe blood vessels. Taking the soup a quantity from each Npeciul Sale toi
with
ed butter mixed
powdered sugar
While it doesn't take any more time t<
"They say that poets have to be born." and the grated peel of a lemon, or serve be polite than disagreeable, the lattei slowly Is an aid to digestion, and If our out of town customers, but order*
"That's what they say. But I nevei with maple syrup.
not a favorite dish fish or oysters can mm! br tent at
seems so much easier to most people.
once, as th.* quantity will
could understand why."
be substituted, serving the same purlu» limited and tbe price will
POP-OVERS.
always
in
And
not
then
be
You will
beauty rouge pot pose. The joint or roast can
It Invigorates, strengthens and bnlldi
Mix two cups of white flour with a tea- or complexion whitewash. True beaut] taken with benefit to the system, and not hold good after the reserved quanup. It keeps yon in condition physicalof salt; take two oups of milk comes to tbem only that take Hollister'i
Is exhausted.
•poonful
the game,
vegetables and s#eets tity
ly, mentally and morally. That's what and add the beaten yolks of two eggs;
Mountain Tea. It is a Wonderfu should follow In their
Rocky
necThe
waist Illustrated above Is ol
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will do.
not
order,
till
yon tonic and beantifler.
theae into the flour slowly
86 cents Tea 01
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtlefl
essarily in courses for the plain fam- good qu.iûty White Lawn; round yokt
ave a smooth batter, and then fold in 'Tablets.
ά Co.
A.
Shurtleff
F.
A Co.
f vtr.ed of live rows of Valenclennef
the stiff whites of the eggs. Heat well
ily dinner, however."
!a<-e lusc.'tlon and edge, full bloust
The crook is usually on misohief bent,
It's a good thing that some people do some iron gem-pans and put the batter
into these, filling them only half full.
front tncke l and lace Inserted, full
not practice what they preach.
loaethlnf He Had Forgot*··.
Fatal kidney and bladder troubles cai
Bake half an hour and serve at once.
Klre-es w'th deep tucked trimmed cuffs
Small Boy—Mister, kin yon change a
The prevention of consumption is enalways be prevented by the use of Fo
la e coll i»·. When ordering, do not fall
DELICIOUS MUFFIHS.
& Co, ten dollar bill?
A.
Shurtleff
F.
the
Cure.
of
a
Mlstor—No,
sonny.
commencing
Sidney
ley's
question
tirely
to slate sire.
in time. Nothing is sc
of flour and mix well
wife's
treatment
to
That
two
Take
belongs
strictly
my
cup·
proper
In an argument with a woman the besl share of tbe domestic duties. I might
well adi.pted to ward off fatal lung with two even teaspoonfnls of bakingThe Special Price,
99c
troubles as Foley's Honey and Tar. F. powder and half a teaspoonful of salt a man can get is the worst of it
have been able to change one long ago,
A. Shurtleff A Co.
(I cents additional.
Add the beaten yolks of two eggs to a
Postage
out
o*
clean
now.
but
I'm
practice
of melt- A GUARANTEED CUBS FOR PILES
cup of milk and a tablespoonful
▲n ungrateful man is the meanest ed
Itching, Blind, Bleeding,* Protruding
butter, and mix all with the fionr,
Am Awfal Stab.
thing that crawls.
Send for our January Special Muslli
and then fold in the stiff whitea of the Piles. Druggist· are authorised to r»
"And you call this chair unique?
Put Immediately Into hot gem- fund money if Paso Ointment fails tc
Underwear Sale catalogue. Mailed fre*
TO CURI A COLD IN ONE DAY eggs.
oure in β to 14 days. 60 cents.
Why, It isn't any older than I am!"
pan* and bake nearly twenty minutes.
If you are not on oui
upon requent.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
"Well, ma'am, that may be, but If· mailing list, write us today. Oui
By adding another egg to this rule a
some
comof
to
falls
A
detailed
if
it
refund
description
money
Dçigglsts
Lunni· made, which may be bakall
Poet
Sally
right"—Houston
make a highly oolored antique,
Spring and Summer Catalogue will b<
E. W. «rove's signature is on ed in two cake
cure.
tins; when opoked butter plexions would
issued early in March, an(l 7°u ehouli
each box. 26c.
story.
one, and lay the other on top.

cold from the

FILL

Boil hard as many eggs as will be
needed and remove the yolks without
breaking. Cut some small pieces of
bread, toast them, and spread with
anchovy paste or with deviled ham;
either comes in little cans. Make a depression on each and put the hot yolk of
the egg on eaob piece. Chop the white
of the egg fine and mix with a cup of
white sauce and pass this. Arrange the

Buniy, the Bear

DATE WAFFLES.
▲11 old-time Cough Syrups bind the
bowels. This is wrong. A new* ides
Separate two eggs and beat the yolks
wss advanced two years ago In KenBeat into them half a teavery light.
Thermometer."
nedy'· Laxative Honey and Tar. Thii spoonful of salt, one tablespoonful of
remedy acts on the mucous membrsnei sugar and one of butter, and rob all to a
À LIFE AT STAKE.
of the throat and lungs and loosens the cream. Add a cup of milk and one and
but knew the splendid merit
If
you
all
bowels st the same time. It
sifted with a te*

Signature

TIM KM Yn Hin Alnp Bw0t

BONNY

Β A Ο

No. 3t>4.—A Mine of "Or:" 1. Ilum-or,
2 Ard-or. 3. Terr-or. 4. Vlct-or. &
Oumi-or. 0. Clam-or. 7. Juni-or. &
Vig or. P. Fnv-or.

Bears the

For Infants ai* toidno.

ABDOB

Time wai u past;
Tim· Is thou hast;
Time future is not;
Time present, you ae«.
Is the only time for the·.

NEW YORK, CHINA 4 JAPAN TEA CO. (IMPORTERS:
Hudson and Canal Streets, New York City.

Pmasts Pmwm·!·

BBl
1T08I

Unnamed
391.-The
Ships:
No.
Buenos Ayres, Bessy. Marseilles, Marie. Annapolis, Anna.
No. 3U2.-Anagram: New Year's resolutions.
No.
Jumbled Rhyme:

GEORGE M. ATWOOl),
Treasurer of Oxford County.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BOB
BALLY

BOL1DAYKLPHOKNIX

VERRITT PARSONS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
BUCK FIELD.
I 15 S
Hollla,

BEFORE LLEWELLYN

Ρ

Η

BEFORE

State

alnfl

'em.

......

A.

Smith,

BEFORE JOHN

State

Mouldings i'L

CASTORIA

Ci ERR Y L.

Karnham
Same

BEFORE

Mats, Mirrors

sι

vs.

Λ TrauMformatloa.
An old \voman In a red cloak was
crossing u field in which a goat was

DeCoster, allas Kussell,.
Bennett,

Same,

and Pictures,

Nichols St..

vs.

country.

BENNtTT, TRIAL JUSTICE,
ΟI LEAD.
$ 14 C
8i

WOKE ALBERT

State

BEFORE

Picture Frames

snake seldom recover.
2. Skibo castle Is the home of a great
manufacturer.
3. Fred oflfeml to go for a doctor.
4. When I was In Cairo I hoped to
visit the pyramids.
0. The opal Is a beautiful gem.
β. Those who honor the flag love their

$ 181

.......

..

letter.

402.—Reveraed River·.
In each of the following sentences la
concealed tli* name of a river, the letters formlug it being reversed.
1. Those who are bitten by a rattle-

COURT,

Holden,
Fortter,
Curtis,
Buck

State

&

vil.

a

No.

15 (1
15 S
11 S
11 1
12 4
19 (J
14 #
13 4
32 3
8<
35 3
33 1
15 (
141
361
27 (
8ί

......

Madigan,
Ross,
LaPlante,

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. ist. and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

401.—Subtraction·.
1. Subtract a good fortune from courage and leave a letter.
2. Subtract a pile of hay from a
No.

9 46

Ryan,
Ros.4,
Ky an.

tfenge,

Franklin

Oculist,

0. A common lot.
7. A beautiful sunrise.

puncture and leave

ON. ANCHOVY TOA8T OB MINCED
HAM.

No. -4(H).—A Tangle of Via··.
1. A sweet tomboy.
2. Hold Saturday ulgbts at summer
hotels.
3. May be spelled with two letters.
4. Where to get brass lustrumenta.
5. What should a Hollander smoke?

ΒΚΤΟΙΙΚ ΚΓΜΚΟΚΙ» FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
O. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUDGK.

State

napkin.

EGGS

5. To penetrate.

43
14 3
36 3
37 I
73 0
15 8
5 1
74 2
10 3
17
26 S
23 7
13 3
508(1
19 a
10 H
10 ί
82
13 7

..........

...

BALLS.

a

No. 3!N>.-Word Square.
FISH-BALLS.
1. A Russian coin.
.'Make exactly an above, only use, in2. Alliauce.
stead of dried cod, fresh cooked fish, or
3. A persou obstinately wedded to canued salmon, omitting the potato;
an opinion.
pass a white sauce with the fish-balls.

«

aïs,.

Roiililus,
CallenUo
Cross,
West.

Portland Division.

Eyes

a

14 8
34 0
711
45 9
82
13 4
34 1
19 2
54
3uJ

...

CODFISH

cup of desiccated codfish and
pour boiling water over it; drain it well
and while hot mix with an equal quantity
of freshly cooked and hot mashed potato.
Season with pepper only. Make a white
sauce with a tablespoonful of butter, one
of Hour, and half a cup of rich, hot milk,
or cream.
Put all together and beat
well, and then add two stiffly beaten
eggs. Have a kettle of hot fat at hand
This little beast lias various names.
and take up a spoonful of the batter and
And here's a second hidden.
sure.
And
it
pat flour around it, forming it into a soft
By burrowing deep you'll
Now do as you are bidden.
bal<; it should be too soft to handle.
Drop from the spoon into the fat, and
He's found wherever you can And
when light brown and puffy remove it
The Spanish «Ion—Key West, Esperanza,
and put iuto the oven on paper till all
In l.ima. Mexico. Madrid
Serve with sliced lemon, on
are ready.
And also, reader, in this stanza.

Take

898.—Hidden Synoaymi.
À different name for the same animal will be fouud In each of theee
three verses:
A small, industrious little beast.
Assisting ul! mankind.
He's found both east and south and welt
His hidden name now And.
No.

$ 66

Κ·> an,.
Roes

Derllltto,

Eastern Steamship Company.

hours,

of our lass?

BM'ORK SU l'Ut Μ Κ JUDICIAL COUKT,
TKAVtK.SK J LUI Κ Ι. 1.05.

by r. A. shurtleff « Co.

Dr. Austin

—

..........

Unknown,
Hopkins,
lWrta et al,
Knox,
Pye,

•Ue. which sells for 50 cents.
by Ε. α OeWlTT A OO.. OHIOAQO.

Agent,

........

Bennett
West
Ckmtle··,
Jones,......
La Belle
Buck

J1.00 SUe holdinc 2S times the trial

Me.

—

Tripp,

strength, nervou»-

Kodol Digests What You Eat

LISCOMB,

...

Tucker
Fountain
Cohen

of the stomaoh are all due to indigestion.
Kodol ourea indigestion. Thia new discovof dtgeaery représenta the natural Juices
tlon aa they exist In a healthy stomach,
tonic
known
oombloed with the greatest
and reoonatractive properties. Kodol Dyopepsla Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
ourea all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. Bel, «f Rmnswcod. W. Va. «je"
I «es troubled with tour stomach for twenty year*.
Kodol «red me «ad we «re now usine tt ta milk
fsrteby."

Wharf, Portland,

....

Crooker,.
Klajrg et al....
CVrlanl,

headache, oonstipation. bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, end catarrh

Γ*Γβ

—

....

Russell,

Swan
Brown,

—

..........

Sbaw
SM'lall..
DeCoeter. alla»
Allison et ala,
Williamson,..

MH,

Sold

...

............

Stomach

■MMm oatr.

ala,

Cross,

Sour

F.

5 "
13 ft
Η 9:
M ft
W&
21ft
42 W
4401
6Ά
36 »
47»
14 4
1" β
«7 ft
136 *
5Ϊ
14 01
6 ft
30 β
6S
78 3:
871)
45 6:
9 4»
SO 7'
4» X
17 9
114
14 6
37
36
3 1
10 3
13 5
40 3
47 »
96
139»
72
21 3
72
30 6
43 3
37 4
11 2
13 4

Collins,..........................

Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

thankful for, which we enjoy
without knowing how we received It,
which we give away to others without
knowing where It is to be found and
which we lose without being conscious fashioned
prototype:

ing

$ 24 3i

—

—

Tucker,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

No appetite, loss ot

No. 3»7.—Enlcm*.
What is that we receive without be-

SUPRKMK judicial court,
urani> ji'kt, 1906.

LaPlante
Hose,

vs.

Apa.

NORWAY,

Au old time song.

originated

up atock-

J.

Coi'sti Treasurer's Omcx.

allowed the name and before whom the cam
la published in compliance with tlx
of tin
provisions of Section 13 of Chapter 137
of the Sate of Maine.
Statutes
Revised

close out Ovl<l patterns and clean

Prig arid

OXFORD.

South Parle, Maine, Jan. A>, 1908.
The following lie* containing the afgregati
amount of costs allowed In each criminal caae at
audited an·! allowed by the Supreme Jadtcia
• ourt and
specifying the court or m »gl strate thai

Carpets

Wool
to

ON

COURTI

The fruit which forms one of our breakfast staples too often is kept on the sideboard from one meal to another, and so
is served lukewarm. It Is infinitely
better if kept on ice till needed, and then
arranged, if not with its own leaves, yet
with similar ones. Cantaloups should
bo well chilled but never served soaked
with ice-water, as is the case when lumps
of ice are laid inside each half. Grapefruit should be carefully cored, and the
pulp loosened at the sides. Even sliced
bananas are better if they are extremely
thin, and covered with powdered sugar
mixed with lemon juice; while the
familiar baked apple, served when fresh
fruit is too difficult to obtain, takes on
quite new features if it is cored, covered
with a glazing of sugar and its own jelly,
and
and stuffed with chopped nuts
rainins while it slowly bahes, and this
mound
if
a
di»h is still further improved
of whipped cream is placed in the centre
of the dish with the apples.
Cereals have had undue prominence in
our breakfast menus, to the Injury of
Those who
many a good digestion.
habitually use them ought to be quite
certain that, whether "steam cooked" or
not, the grains are simmered over night;
then, salted and served with cream, they
are at least unobjectionable.
One of the very best light breakfast
dishes is a great improvement on its old-

Cocaine which dalli the nerve· never
AD Anlnjal story Por
jret oared Keenl Catarrh. The heavy
feeling In the forehead, the etuffed np
Ulile FolKs
tentation and the watery discharge from
other
the
all
with
eyes and noeee, along
mleeriee attending the disease, are put
to rout by Ely's Cream Balm. Smell,
taste, and hearing are restored, breathing is normal. Until yoc try this
remedy, yon oan form no idea of the
Bunt, Uncle Billy's pet bear, bad
good It will do you. Is applied direotly
broken bis chain ami got loose. Uncle
to the sure spot. All druggists, 60 ots.
Billy was gone to town, and Uncle
Mailed by Ely Bros., δβ Warren Street,
was tbe only person In tbe bouse
Billy
NewTork.
who could make blm bebave.
"Bunt's loose! Bunt's loose!" screamNothing seems to please a loafer so
much as his ability to bother a busy ed all tbe children, running In to their
man.
mother. Aunt Jennie took them with
Into tbe bedroom.
ber
Don't deceive yourself. If you have
Bunt came shuffling and snuffling
indigestion take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
bonsc. He smelled some honIt will relieve yon. Rev. W. E. Hooutt. : into theSouth Mills, N. C.. says: "I was troubled
with chronic indigestion for several
to cause
years; whatever I ate seemed
heartburn, sour stomaoh, fluttering of
of
my heart, and general depression
mind and body. Mv druggist recomI
mends Kodol, and it has relieved me.

1

•

Sis· of a woman's hat has
do with the price.

nothing to

STOP IT.
CBEAM TOAST.
or oold may lead tc
A
cough
and
slices
neglected
even
In
bread
Cut baker's
serious bronchial or lung troubles. Don'!
GRIPPE. remove \he crust. Slightly thicken a
on take ohances when Foley's Honey and
cop of rich cream and pour a little

PNEUMONIA AND TH1
Coughs cared quickly by Foley's •aoh sltoe aa It la
Honsy and Tar. Refuse substitutes. F. lovar the whole.
Co.

piled, turning

the rest Ttt affords pecfeot security from serioui
effeota of · oold. f. A. Shartleff A Oo.

A Womam'a War·

Bdith—What lock did you have In tb·
last race? Maud—None at all. I backed all tbe horse* with a prettyaflame,
but I didn't find tbe winner.-OJoatiafr

not fall to
Room 201.

bave

a

copy.

Addresi

Mm-KIW

/

to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts
50 cts.

D4w"",i

50 cte.

t

put

w#tk it

Hobbfl'
W.
Gteor^e
Variety Star·, Norway.
YOU I

R. H. MACY4LCO.
MOADWAY

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

■

